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Glances at the Postwar Stage
HE

colored man who said that

T he feared the duration would
last longer than the war gave expression to something which increasingly occupies the minds of
leading thinkers. While we are
bending all efforts to win the war,
the postwar problems are looming up before us with challenging
significance. The fight for victory
will be followed by a struggle for
peace, and the latter may be
equally as grave and costly as the
former if we face it unprepared.
That we as a nation must enter
into the affairs of a postwar world
and participate in the adjustments of its problems is certain
if our sacrifices toward victory are
not to have been made in vain.
Educators are vitally concerned
about the kind of education our
colleges and universities can, and
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will, offer after the war. They
look with deep concern on the
dehydrated university and college curricula where the liberal
arts had to give way to the government- prescribed technical
courses. Said President Hutchins
of the University of Chicago:
With deference to the educational
wisdom of the Army and Navy, I do
not believe that technically trained
robots will be effective fighting men
in time of war. I am certain that
they will be a full-grown menace to
their fellow-citizens in time of peace.

Educational leaders like Dr.
Hutchins, in their critical, uncompromising attitude, proceed from
the premise that the purpose of
the higher schools of learning
must continue to be the stimulation of thinking. They feel that
since the government is indoctrinating the public mind with the
importance of technical training
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in time of war, the public will
conclude that technical training
is also the only worth-while education in time of peace. The dehydration of the curriculum is
extending downward into the secondary schools, of which the High
School Victory Corps is the symbol.
Dr. Hutchins predicts a sharp
increase in the enrollments at
colleges and universities after the
war; but the majority of the students will expect a training which
will get them ready for a large
number of little technical jobs by
which they may earn a living.
With this problem before them
and a student body insufficiently
prepared, the institutions of higher education will face the danger
of intellectual bankruptcy.

The Soldier's Return
will the postwar situation
H owaffect
the soldier's return to
civilian life? Plans are being discussed according to which he is
to be assured of freedom from
want for himself and his dependents. Certain prophets of gloom
predict, however, that the returning soldier will be an entirely
changed man, a person marked
by the degenerating influences of
the war. While it cannot be denied that the ravages of war are

not restricted to the destruction
of life and property, but unfortunately also extend into the social
and moral realms, it should not
be overlooked that a soldier bears
the direct brunt of war. He is
called upon to bring sacrifices far
beyond those expected of the civilians. Because of this we may assume that upon his return he
will not be ready to discard the
ideals and institutions for which
he has sacrificed the comforts of
home and promising economic
opportunities.
From the Christian point of
view, we should refrain from identifying the average soldier's mind
and soul with the monstrous acts
of war; we should regard him as
one who has assumed the greater
portion of payment for society's
failures and has done this with
little thought of recognition and
reward. A full realization of ·the
role the soldier has played during the war will make us more
sympathetic toward him and prevent us from regarding him as
one of the vexing postwar problems.

A New World-Order?
E must recognize the need
for a new world-order after
the war. The four freedoms proclaimed by the Atlantic Charter
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require a system which dare not
be patterned after the Versailles
Treaty. Ely Culbertson's plan for
a world settlement, briefly presented in the February issue of
the Reader's Digest, seems worthy
of serious consideration. It appears to be the best plan hitherto
proposed for a system of worldgovernment which provides order
and security for all nations. His
proposal to organize the world
into eleven Regional Federations
will allow for the continuation
of social and cui tural differences
and yet provide for a central government strong enough to insure
the protection of the individual
state regardless of size. An international army constituting a
World Police Force is to be based
on fixed quotas for all nations in
the Federation. All the smaller
nations will become collectively
the greatest military power in the
world.
The plan provides, not so much
for a rigid world government, but
rather for a peace trust. Every
member of the Federation will
retain its own full national sovereignty with the exception of
the right to wage war and the
right to be defended against aggression. Culbertson further suggests that the plan be launched at
once by the leading United Nations and that invitations be extended to all Allied and Axis
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powers to join under specific conditions.
Wisdom and foresight demand
that postwar problems receive the
attention of statesmen, educators,
and thinkers in general. Much
precious time will have been lost
if their consideration is postponed until victory has been won.
Some of the postwar problems are
so closely knit with conditions
which face us now that their isolation from the present world-situation is bound to prove disastrous. As a Christian I can not
dissociate myself from the drama
to be enacted on the postwar stage
in which my country and humanity at large will assume leading
roles. The extent to which prostrate humanity may again recover after the sword has been
sheathed will depend in no small
measure upon my thinking, my
courage to express my point of
view, and my prayers.

Yellow Janders

"WoN'T

it be grand," said
Minnie, as she stirred the
panca~e batter this morning,
"when we see to it after the war
that every man, woman, and child
on earth gets a quart of milk a
day?"
"I'm not so sure," said I. "I
talked about that to Sam Lee
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when 1 got my shirts some time the other, meaning Y for yellow
ago, and he said, 'Chinaman no and G for janders." (Minnie
likee milk. No, no likee a bit.'"
thinks janders is spelled with a
"Oh, that's because the poor G.)
Chinks couldn't afford to drink
"The trouble is," I objected,
it," answered Minnie, "and so of "that the Chinks all come yellow
course they haven't learned to by nature. So how could the janlike it. They'll learn by and by." ders show on them?"
"Would you make them drink
"Oh," thought Minnie, "the
it, then?" I wanted to know.
doctors will find some other way
"Why, of course. It's good for to tell."
them-chuck full of vitamins. If
"But don't you suppose," I
people don't know what food warned her, "that in a couple of
they need, poke it into them. days every Chink will have YG
You remember how our Jessie tattooed behind his ears? They're
wouldn't drink her milk some a sly lot, they are."
years ago till I clamped her nose
Minnie poured more batter in-·
shut and poured it in her mouth to the skillet. "We could fix that.
so she had to swallow it or choke. Everybody who had a fake YG
She swallowed it all right."
behind his ears, we'd tattoo in
"But it'll take a lot of men to front of his ears: No YG. They
clamp all them Chink noses in couldn't get away from that."
China," I objected.
Minnie is practical, though I
"What if it does?" asked Min- wouldn't admit it to her because
it wouldn't be good for her.
nie, turning a pancake.
"But," I reminded her, "some
"Of course," she continued, as
people can't stand milk. It gives she stacked up the cakes, "we'd
them the yellow janders."
soon invent some machine to put
She had to consider that a bit, the milk into them quickly, a sort
but it didn't stop her long. "Of of a 'rapid injector'-maybe somecourse," she came back, "our men thing like a fire extinguisher."
I tried to imagine the howl
could watch that, and when anybody turned yellow they could that would go up in a Chinese
put a mark on him and stop feed- town when word was given that
ing him milk. How would it be the foreign devils were making
to tattoo them where it wouldn't their rounds with their milk inhurt their looks-say behind their jectors. But I had to tend to my
ears-and make the tattoo a Y cakes before all the syrup soaked
behind one ear and a G behind in and made them soggy.
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I'm much afraid the Chinks are
in for it.

Enter Dr. Schacht?
you remember when Adolf
D oHitler
dismissed Dr. Hjalmar Horace Greeley Schacht? At
that time the press of the world
commented extensively on the
Fuhrer's action; but no one, it
seems, knew just why the banker who specializes in high collars and money-magic had been
booted downstairs. Some of us
scratched our heads and wondered why Hitler didn't consider
it the part of wisdom to keep a
firm hold on the apronstrings of
the financier whom more than
one observer was wont to speak
of as an "Odysseus of many devices." Schacht, said the Germans,
is a magician; he is a worker of
miracles in the domain of high
finance. Back in 192 3, they tell
us, he slew the dragon of inflation by inventing the Rentenmark. He himself declared time
and again that he wasn't a Nazi;
yet he did all he could to undermine the Weimar Republic and
to pave the way for the grand
entry of the Fuhrer.
Has Schacht really been in the
doghouse since his widely publicized dismissal in the early part
of 1939? One wonders. Didn't the
Nazi scheme of mulcting the oc-
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cupied countries of Europe by
paying for goods with worthless
paper money emerge from the
agile brain of Schacht? And why,
pray, did Schacht try to come to
America in April, 1941? Surely
he wasn't running away from his
Fuhrer. The British, you know,
learned that he had boarded the
"Conte di Savoia" at Genoa; but
wise old Hjalmar Horace Greeley
smelled a rat and left the boat at
La Linea. Now there are persistent rumors that Germany's Odysseus is the father of some of tl:le
cleverly designed peace-feelers
that have been emanating in devious ways from the Third Reich.
We can rest assured that Schacht's
thinking-and planning-isn't global (or, as Wendell Willkie once
put it, "globular") in character.
It's bound to be Nazified through
and through in spite of the fact
that the wily banker always pretended so vociferously and so persistently to be a non-Nazi. His
protestations, you see, didn't jibe
with his acts. There's reason to believe that the astute conjurer is
making ready to pull another
batch of rabbits out of his hat.

English As It Is Spoken
you ever met a man or a
woman who knew to a nicety the one and only way-or the
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two or three and only ways-of
enunciating and pronouncing every word in t~e English language?
It's safe to say that you haven't,
and it's equally safe to predict
that you never will. Must you say
neether or neyether'! Or is it
proper to imitate your Irish
friend who thinks it's nayther?
Will your cultured intimates call
you an outcast if you indulge in
nit her'!
Once upon a time there was a
quartet which gave pointed representation to four widely used
pronunciations of n-e-i-t-h-e-r.
The two ladies and the two gentlemen were singing a four-voiced
fugue based on a melodic treatment of the words, "Consider the
lilies of the field how they grow;
they toil not, neither do they
spin." Beginning softly and, as it
were, far away, the alto, who
picked up a few pennies every
week by doling out recipes by
way of the ether waves, sang
neyether. The soprano, who had
a horror of "hoity-toitiness" in
speech and in song, intoned neether with the kindliness of the
woodman who spared that tree
and with emphasis that left no
doubt as to how she felt about
the word. Next came the basso.
Since he was a man as "innocent
of books" as the uncle in John
Greenleaf Whittier's Snowbound,
he rent the air with a resounding

nither. Finally, the tenor, a husky
Irishman with an abiding love
for the land where his fathers
died, emitted an eloquent nayther.
Listen carefully to the manyvoiced fugues which make up the
endless talk and countertalk commonly known as conversation,
and you'll soon see that the quartet was a strikingly appropriate
symbol of the numerous variations in enunciation and pronunciation that constantly beat upon
your eardrums and mine. Even
the biggest of the big dictionaries aren't always in agreement
with respect to first, second, and
third choices. Those men and
women who "put on dog," as the
saying goes, differ to a marked
degree from those who are retiring by nature; and the speech of
those who hide their light under
a bushel deviates sharply from
that of those who turn their backs
on the enlightenment that comes
to mankind from books. The
Southerner of our land clings to
what has become part and parcel
of his flesh and blood; the denizen of the Middle West has, to a
large extent, a way of speaking
all his own; and the New Yorker
sets store by a brand of talking
which is as unique as it is distinctive. The vocal chords of the
Britisher do things that the average American can't imitate effec-
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tively; and the Britishers themselves are divided, so far as enunciation and pronunciation are
concerned, into many more parts
than was Gaul of old.
Recently Britain's House of
Lords devoted some of its time to
a discussion of the English tongue
as it is used and misused, pronounced and mispronounced,
enunciated and misenunciated.
Naturally, there could be no absolute agreement among the august gentlemen. Why should
there be? Commenting on the
matter, the Manchester Guardian
remarked:
We are today very much nearer a
widely accepted form of standard
English than at any other time in our
history. The tendency will grow, but
it will not turn the Scot into an Englishman or the Lancastrian into a
Cockney. There is no reason why it
should.

War-Time Babies
States News gives
T us theUnited
latest statistics on the
HE

rise of the birth rate in our country. In 1933, during the depth of
the depression, when there were
comparatively few marriages, the
birth rate had dropped to 16.6 per
1,ooo population. Then as the
country emerged out of the depression and our young people
again felt free to marry, the birth
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rate increased, by 1939, to 17.3
per 1,ooo population. Since 1939
to 1942 the birth rate has increased to 22.9 per 1,ooo population, an increase in three years of
5.6 per 1,ooo population.
The higher rate since 1939 is of
course due to the war. Since the
passage of Selective Service Act of
1940 the number of marriages has
been increasing step by step and
it is believed that the upward
rate will continue for another
year. The decline, when it comes,
will no doubt be commensurate
with the number of men removed
from our country for service
abroad.
We can see many hopeful signs
in this for the future. Our nation
is still young and vigorous. The
American way of life is centered
in the home-a home with children. Two million seven hundred
fifty thousand new babies in 1942,
a half million more than in 1939,
means that we will need more
schools; when our soldiers get
back from the war, more homes;
the opportunities for building up
our Sunday schools will be greater;.
industry will have to expand to
take care of a growing nation;
and agriculture will have a larger
market for its products.
The war with all its terrors has
at least this bright side, the blessing of children. May the homes in
which they grow up be Christian
homes and may we do all we can

- --
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as a people to give these children
a country worth living in and to
be proud of!

China's First Lady
more we read and hear of
T Madame
Chiang Kai-shek the
HE

more we admire that truly great
lady. That little mite of intellectual dynamite has been adroitly
and suavely telling American
statesmen and educators some unpleasant truths about themselves
which, under their urbane exteriors, they no doubt resented because they knew them to be the
unvarnished truth.
In her address at Wellesley College, her alma mater, a few weeks
ago, Madame Chiang delivered a
particularly thought- provoking
address. In it she referred to a
galaxy of great women. As Madame coyly observed, she omitted
mentioning many prominent women because they did not necessarily transmit their ideas and enthusiasms to the masses of their
time and leave behind them lasting accomplishment for human
betterment. Not once did she mention a popular movie actress, a
notorious lady divorced five or six
times, a prominent novelist, or a
golf star. No, she didn't even mention Dorothy Thompson, Clare
Luce, or the ubiquitous Mrs.
Roosevelt in her hall of fame. We

can't help liking Madame Chiang.
We believe, too, that she uttered in her message to the United
States Congress perhaps the most
beautiful statement on peace that
we have filed. In one long sentence which has all the earmarks
of Websterian eloquence she said
the following:
We of this generation, who are
privileged to make a better world
for ourselves and for posterity, should
remember that, while we must not be
visionary, we must have vision so that
peace should not be punitive in spirit and should not be provincial or
nationalistic or even continental in
concept, but universal in scope, and
humanitarian in action, for modern
science has so annihilated distance
that what affects one people, must of
necessity affect all other peoples.

Bicentennial of Thomas
Jefferson (1743-1826)
this month grateful Americans
are taking note of the two hundredth anniversary of the birth of
Thomas Jefferson. He was born
April 13, 1743. Americans will
honor him as the third president,
the author of the Declaration of
Independence and the Virginia
statute for religious freedom.
They will pay tribute to him as a
great statesman, a scientist, a gentleman farmer, a philosopher, and

I
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an educator. They will remember
him as the eloquent spokesman
of American equality, the American who expounded, better perhaps than it has been expounded
since, the essential temper of the
American democratic tradition.
He will be invoked by democrats, republicans, socialists, and
communists alike. The fact is, no
American has been so insistent
and so successful in opposing tyranny and oppression of every
kind as was Thomas Jefferson.
Resistance to tyrants is obedience
to God" was the motto which he,
when still a boy, had had engraved on a seal and to which he
tenaciously clung throughout his
long and eventful life.
There are principles in Jefferson's political philosophy which
seem antiquated today and which
in the light of the later history of
our country have proved false.
There are phrases in the Declaration of Independence which have
been interpreted as being no more
than "glittering generalities." But
there are also principles in Jefferson's writings which have proved
their timeless worth and which
1
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even today shine like brilliant
stars beckoning Americans to
chart their course in accordance
with them. We call attention in
our tribute to one of the greatest
Americans to the following two
principles which Jefferson expressed in a letter to Elbridge
Gerry, January 26, 1799:
I am for freedom of religion, and
against all maneuvers to bring about
a legal ascendancy of one sect over
another; for freedom of the press, and
against all violations of the Constitution to silence by force and not by
reason the complaints and criticisms,
just or unjust of our citizens against
the conduct of their agents.
I am for encouraging the progress
of science in all its branches; and not
for raising a hue and cry against the
sacred name of philosophy; for awing
the human mind by stories of rawhead and bloody bones to a distrust
of its own vision, and to repose implicitly on that of others; to go backward instead of forward to look for
improvements; to believe that government, religion, morality, and every
other science were in the highest
perfection in ages of the darkest ignorance; and that nothing can ever
be devised more perfect than what
was established by our forefathers.

The
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uAzz the trumpets sounded for him on the

other side."
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into his furnace against the coming night .... In the last ten minutes not a soul has come down
the street. . . . There will be no
visitors tonight and the book
which has been lying in uneasy
neglect beside my chair since last
Tuesday will be finished before
the clock strikes twelve. . . . Life
has suddenly become simple and
straight. . . . For the time being
its only purpose is to reduce the
gap between g8.6 o Fahrenheit
within me and zero beyond my
window....

snowed all day, and this evening My Town is white under
a blanket of cold. . . . For the
twentieth-odd time this winter the
local newspaper this afternoon
carried a note, familiar by now,
in the upper left-hand corner on
the front page: "Cold wave today
and tonight; zero to ten above;
moderate snow; strong north
winds." . . . The cold came, the
snow fell, the wind blew, but toward dusk it died down and the
Hakes sifted vertically between my
window and the street light on the
corner. . . . As the wind stopped
the cold settled down over the
land with the slow creaking of
the very old sinking into an easy
chair. . . . The branches of our
pines moaned under the weight
of a burden which they had not
expected to bear so late in the
year.... Across the street the light
in the cellar went on and I could
see my neighbor shovelling coal

I
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Harper's Magazine for March
E. B. White writes about "tl1e
fraternity of the cold," the men
and women in whom extreme cold
generates cheerfulness, sociability,
and the unity of spirit which
comes from concentrating on the
single task of keeping warm and
alive. . . . As far back as I can
recall I have, it seems, belonged
to that company. . . . Standing

I
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here at the window in a little Midwestern town I remember the days
in New York, usually in January,
when the snow lay deep in Mazeotti's lot, the wind blew bitter
from the Atlantic, and the long
journey to St. Stephen's School
was a series of quick dashes between candy stores and livery
stables. . . . On days like these
there was· little to fear from the
school bully, the oldest inhabitant
of the front seat in the sixth
grade. . . . The snow would not
pack into snowballs, and if we
had a surreptitiously acquired
penny he was glad to enter Lefkowitz's candy store on the corner
of 168th Street and Union Avenue in the company of a bona fide
customer. . . . His code did not
permit him to push our face into
a snowbank while he had a gift
gumdrop in his mouth-a situation now curiously re-enacted in
North Africa and Spain. . . . On
those cold days, too, the preacher's kids were happy that Deacon
Holzschmidt's offspring were a little older.... Their cast-off overcoats, loosely hung on our spare
frames and a great handicap on
ordinary days when confused
alarms of struggle and flight were
a major part of our existence,
suddenly could be wrapped
around strategic places and provide warmth against the wind
from the rivers to the East and
West and the bay to the South.

11

The Cross in the Snow
that was long ago.... ToB night
I think more clearly of
UT

the plains of Russia where the
temperature this winter has been
twenty or thirty degrees colder
than it is in My Town. . . . My
thoughts wander to the great
wastes of the North Atlantic
where the thud of a torpedo is the
signal for men to jump into the
water over which the cold winds
came to New York thirty years
ago. . . . Strangely enough I remember too the women in a Chicago department store yesterday,
wild-eyed and their mouths set in
hard lines, pawing hysterically
over coats and dresses because they
had heard that rationing would
come with spring. . . . A mad
world, my masters, this cold and
snowy night.... For a moment, a
wave of bitter, helpless futility
comes over me . . . . It is so long
now, this March evening, since the
warm blood of the Cross poured
from the heart of God, but we still
prefer to stumble around in the
cold of our making; not the quiet,
beautiful c~ld of this late winter
night, but the dirty lonely cold
of our hate.... Although one of
the pine trees beside my house
throws a cruciform shadow on the
snow, it is only a shadow and few
will see it tonight. . . . Perhaps
tomorrow... .
Tomorrow.... In a few hours

12
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Lent will begin, as late as it has
come this century; in fact, as late
as the calendar will permit. . . .
The year 1946 will see Lent begin
on March 6, the year 1962 will
have it on March 7, but this year's
calendar will not come again until most of us are where calendars
will have no meaning.... Its late
beginning this year will bring it
in line with the schedule for the
spring offensives on all fronts. . . .
A contrast worth meditation....
Men are today willing to die for
all manner of things-honor and
race and soil and truth and justice and right-but only One has
ever died, with open eyes and
seeing heart, for wrong, for the
unjust, the evil and the corrupt.
... It needed God to do that ....
It needed God, too, to die for
everything and everybody. . . .
The so-called good who were not
good and the so-called bad who
were no worse than the good,
the just and the unjust, the
children of barbarism and the
children of civilization.... There
is a levelling and lifting and lowering about the Cross, exalting
the valleys which separate us and
making plain the hills which divide us .... And no guns tonight
or tomorrow can drown out the
voice which puts us all without
difference into the valley of humiliation: "Father ·· forgive them
for they know not what they do."
Nor is this merely faith .... It

is history and faith .... From an
old and wise man's speech in a
recent motion picture: "What a
pity we have so little time for
history. Do you remember, Major,
a man named Attila? - Atilla the
Hun. . . . Well, Attila is gone
many years now. Remember, Major, in the long run the light always outshines the dark. . . . It
may take a little time, but you
will see ... time is short ... eternity is long. For it is the way of
life, and in the end life is always
triumphant. . . . I will go now
and say a special prayer for our
early destruction at the hands of
our enemies." ... That last sentence tolls in my mind. . . . The
recurring story of the blood of
the martyrs and the seed of the
Church that has come again in
Europe. . . . It may come elsewhere .... When it comes it will
be a good thing for all of us.

Footsteps in the Snow
to the window again. . . .
B Someone
has come down the
ACK

street and the light from the lamp
on the corner makes each step a
little pool of shadow.... By this
line of shadows I know that a
man has passed here, hurrying to
shelter against the cold. . . . Before morning, however, the slow
drifting of the snow will have cov-
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ered his steps and there will be
only a faint mark to show that
once a man had come this way.
. . . By a trick of association or
conflict, I remember that a man
came into the office this afternoon,
angry and bitter, to tell me about
one of the quarrels which have a
way of appearing in all academic
communities when spirits are low
and nerves are raw from the steady
grind of a long winter semester.
. . . This quarrel, my friend informed me, would never end ....
There was no chance for a reconciliation.... "I will not speak to
him again." ... As I looked at his
flushed face and trembling hands
I wondered, as I wonder now, if
he was not talking only about
footsteps in the snow. . . . The
momentary pools of shadow. . . .
The hurt which will not matter
in the morning. . . . The hole in
life which will be covered by the
drift of the years as surely as the
footsteps beyond my window will
disappear during the night. . . .
There is little religion in this,
unless it be religious to use the
common sense with which the
Creator has endowed us. . . . Increasingly, during the past decade,
I have been bewildered by the
feverish, neurotic concern of men
and women with the immediate,
the momentary, and the little....
Almost every emotional problem
which has crossed my path could
have been solved with a · truthful
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answer to the question: "What
will it matter ten years from
now?" or better yet, "What will it
matter when the drifting of the
years has ended and there is only
the light at the last corner." ...
"He insulted me" - "He ignores
my authority"-"He has maligned
me"-"He laughs at me"- What
will it matter when nothing matters but that, though our sins be
as scarlet, they shall be as snow?
... The only lasting mark made
on the world, no matter how great
or how important we consider our
little footsteps, is the straight
mark behind them made by a
dragging Cross. . . .

Snow at Walden
o other matters for a moment.

T . The book beside the chair is
laid away while I re-read my favorite section of Walden . ... Thoreau caught the life of a New England winter as accurately as Ethan
Frome caught its death . . . . He
was already at home at Walden
when he wrote in the winter of
1846:
The Great Snow! How cheerful it
is to hear of! When the farmers could
not get to the woods and swamps
with their teams, and were obliged
to cut down the shade trees before
their houses, and, when the crust
was harder, cut off the trees in the
swamps, ten feet from the ground, as
it appeared the next spring.

I
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In the deepest snows, the path.
which I used from the highway to
my house, about half a mile long,
might have been represented by a
meandering dotted line, with wide
intervals between the dots. For a
week of even weather I took exactly
the same number of steps, and of the
same length, coming and going, stepping deliberately and with the precision of a pair of dividers in my own
deep tracks-to such routine the winter reduces us-yet often they were
filled with heaven's own blue. But
no weather interfered fatally with
my walks, or rather my going abroad,
for I frequently tramped eight or
ten miles through the deepest snow
to keep an appointment with a beech
tree, or a yellow birch, or an old
acquaintance among the pines; when
the ice and snow causing their limbs
to droop, and so sharpening their
tops, had changed the pines into
fir trees; wading to the tops of the
highest hills when the snow was
nearly two feet deep on a level, and
shaking down another snow-storm on
my head at every step; or sometimes
creeping and floundering thither on
my hands and knees, when the hunters had gone into winter quarters.
· As I walked over the long causeway made from the railroad through
the meadows, I encountered many a
blustering and nipping wind, for
nowhere has it freer play; and when
the frost had smitten me on one
cheek, heathen as I was, I turned to
it the other also. Nor was it much
better by the carriage road from
Brister's Hill. For I came to town
still, like a friendly Indian, when
the contents of the broad open fields

were all piled up between the walls
of the Waldon road, and half an
hour sufficed to obliterate the tracks
of the traveller. And when I returned
new drifts would have formed,
through which I floundered, where
the busy northwest wind had been
depositing the powdery snow round a
sharp angle in the road, and not a
rabbit's track, nor even the fine print,
the small type, of a meadow mouse
was to be seen.
After a still winter night I awoke
with the impression that some question had been put to me, which I had
been endeavoring in vain to answer
in my sleep, as what-how-whenwhere? But there was dawning Nature, in whom all creatures live,
looking in at my broad windows with
serene and satisfied face, and no question on her lips. I awoke to an answered question, to Nature and daylight. The snow lying deep on the
earth dotted with young pines, and
the very slope of the hill on which
my house is placed, seemed to say,
Forward! Nature puts no question
and answers none which we mortals
ask. She has long ago taken her resolution, "0 Prince, our eyes contemplate with admiration and transmit to the soul the wonderful and
varied spectacle of this universe. The
night veils without doubt a part of
this glorious creation; but day comes
to reveal to us this great work, which
extends from earth even into the
plains of the ether." ....

And now to Ethan Frome:
The village lay under two feet of
snow, with drifts at the windy corners. In a sky of iron the points of
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the Dipper hung like icicles and
Orion flashed his cold fires. The moon
had set, but the night was so transparent that the white housefronts between the elms looked gray against
the snow, dumps of bushes made
black stains on it, and the basement
windows of the church sent shafts of
yellow light far across the endless
undulations.
The night was perfectly still, and
the air so dry and pure that it gave
little sensation of cold. The effect
produced on Frome was rather of a
complete absence of atmosphere, as
though nothing less tenuous than
ether intervened between the white
earth under his feet and the metallic
dome overhead. "It's like being in an
exhausted receiver," he thought. Four
or five years earlier he had taken a
year's course at a technological college at Worcester, and dabbled in the
laboratory with a friendly professor
of physics; and the images supplied
by that experience still cropped up,
at unexpected moments, through
the totally differ~nt associations of
thought in which he had since been
living. His father's death, and the
misfortunes following it had put a
premature end to Ethan's studies; but
though they had not gone far enough
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to be of much practical use they had
fed his fancy and made him aware of
huge cloudy meanings behind the
daily face of things. . . . .

"Huge cloudy meanings." . . .
I wonder if they are all so cloudy
as we sometimes think .... If they
seem so to us, the fault lies in our
eyes and not in the things themselves. . . . God writes, not on the
face of things, but behind themin the long meaning of our short
years, in the dreams not practicable at the moment, in the plans
which will come to fulfillment in
His own good time. . . . We see
only the fullness of pain, but He
is thinking of the fullness of joy.
... Snow and cold cover the earth,
we look at them and tremble, and
all the while, the good land beneath the ice is getting ready for
another spring. . . . Next week, I
am very sure, there will be violets
beside the brook and the song
of a returning bird and a new
warmth over the land. . . . We
can believe our way through the
night and the winter . . . good
children of God. . . .

A reverent approach to the music
of a great master-

Johann Sebastian Bach: An
Essay in Discovery"
By JosEPH SITTLER, JR.
en of in terms so humane and
vital. Wanting such an occasion
as this when I should be compelled to analyze the feeling of
dissatisfaction, I had, of course,
never thought out clearly, nor
written down systematically, my
own experience as a lover of the
art of music.
When I began some weeks ago
to make notes against the day of
this talk, I had no idea that the
requirement to speak here would
emerge in anything remotely like
the ideas which I now bring to
your attention. But as I contemplated that long road along which
I have come, not as a musician
but simply as a hearer of the music of Johann Sebastian Bacha road that began for me as a
child in a church where the chorales were regularly used-! came
to the decision that it might be

CANNOT, of course, know the
grounds upon which I was
asked to speak here today; but I
do know why I accepted the invitation. And in beginning by
mentioning the reasons for my
acceptance, I shall make the
proper introduction to the matter
that I desire to submit for your
judgment.
For many years I have been definitely restless under the terms
in which the art of music has
been spoken of, defended, and
described by those who have exercised that function. The cause
of this restlessness has been in
this: that whereas the nature of
great music has, in my own experience, been a contribution and
a teacher to the whole of my being-a substance that has inspired,
taught, and shaped rational intelligence, moral will, and spiritual understanding-! have seldom heard the art of music spok-
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• A lec ture delivered at the Cleveland Museum of
Art.
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profitable-surely to me, perhaps
to others-if I could set down the
sequential and progressively deepening realms of Truth into which
I had been led. And in the process
of that reflection I have come to
a proposition about music which
I hold to be profound! y true and
which I shall state .at the outset
and then devote this hour to a
precise definition of what this
proposition means in terms of the
exact values which have revealed
themselves to me in the music of
Bach.
Our proposition is this: that
aesthetic good is no separable value; it is not realizable by itself in
a set of objects not otherwise interesting. Anything which is to
entertain the imagination must
first have exercised the senses; it
must first have engaged attention
by some relationship which involves the whole man.
Music is never an isolated aesthetic experience disengaged from
vital interests which comprise our
whole being. To make this as
clear as I can-and to bring this
general assertion into relevancy
with that particular artist with
whom we are today concerned-!
should like to describe my own
debt to Bach as I can perceive
that indebtedness growing successively from one level to another. All categories are frail and insubstantial things; but for the
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purpose of clarity I shall loosely
name four and try to communicate to you four areas of value in
which the music of· this man has
been for me, not only-not, indeed, chiefly-an aesthetic fact of
consciousness, but a powerful and
inexhaustible revealer of Truth.

I. The Vital Meaning of
Craftsmanship
The word vital is here used deliberately: For I wish to speak of
the meaning of craftsmanship, not
in terms of that admirable quality of skill and discretion, but in
terms of its meaning for that totality of life which is more than
care and fines~e.
Now craftsmanship is not commonly regarded as having a meaning beyond its own excellent self.
We regard craftsmanship as a
technical prolegomenon to artistic achievement, the preliminary
homework of virtuosity, a mastery
of tools that, as it were, prepares
the way, fashions the medium of
an art for its ultimate function
of expression.
This is true, but it is a partial
truth. The whole truth, as I see
it, is this: that craftsmanship as
such, in itself, and divorced from
the end it serves in creation, is a
powerful teacher in its own right.
And I ask you now, that we may
together realize this point, to go
with me as we try to lay our fin-
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ger upon the precise content o£
that feeling of complete satisfaction which is ours when we behold a work of superlative craftsmanship. That feeling immediately, and on the surface, is a
palpable delight in fine structure
and finish; but, less immediately
and more profoundly, it is a sense
of moral well-being-a sense that
something known and good and
partly lost is here gloriously validated. For do we not experience
a strong and present assertion of
certainty, direction, and poise in
life here made actual and clear;
an outer and visible evidence of
an inward and invisible grace; a
spiritual experience conveyed to
us by a structure that is just and
whole, free of falseness and pretense and inner inconsistency?
It may well be that what I am
here describing is not general
enough to gain your recognition;
but I have. a thought that it is a
general human experience that
has only to be expressed to evoke
a response. As I ponder my delight in a Bach fugue, for instance, and behold its strong, unambiguous progress, I am aware
that my delight is in this: that
here is a clear, vicarious protest,
like a jagged edge of pure light,
against the dull night of that tentativeness, vagueness, and compromise which is the story of my life.
And that delight would not be

delight but rather a negative and
sad revelation if it were not also
expectancy and promise-a voice
that sings again and again of an
eternal possibility that lies sealed
in the heart, saying with Shakespeare:
But I tell you, my lord fool.
Out of this nettle, danger,
We pluck this flower, safety!

These thoughts have recalled
to me a sentence from Walter
Pater, and I give it to you here
because it seems to assure us that,
in thus speaking loftily of the
vital meaning of craftsmanship,
we have not departed from sober
truth. Pater writes:
Verrocchio was an artist of the
earlier Florentine type, carver,
painter and worker in metals in one,
designer-not of pictures only, but
of all things for sacred or household
use: drinking vessels, instruments of
music, making them all fair to look
upon, filling the common ways of life
with the reflection of some far-off
brightness.

Do we not sharply come back
to our high estimate of the vital
meaning of craftsmanship and
feel ourselves again on solid
ground when we ask, "What is
this glory, this reflected far-off
brightness that gleams out of a
common thing honestly fashioned?" We get our answer, I
think, when we consider a fact
pointed out by John Addington
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Symonds: that in all works of superlative beauty there is an element of nostalgia! For that very
nostalgia reveals to us through
the medium of the finely fashioned thing a far-off brightness
which is ours-lost perhaps, betrayed often, but regnant again
in reverie as our being's first original intent, our mind's first fair
perception, a gleaming, as Vaughan says,
Through all this earthly dress
Bright shoots of everlastingness.

To this I am moved to add a
footnote of practical observation:
that the performance of Bach,
and especially of the works scored
for the organ, is many times so
dull because of our lost reverence
for era£ tsmanshi p and our consequent atrophy of moral delight
in honest structure as such. And
in as much as this has not been
apprehended, it is not, by the
agency of phrase and contrast and
pure clarity of line, communicated. And because it is not communicated, it is not imaginatively possessed by the hearer.
The second level upon which
Bach has been for me a revealer
of Truth is in relation to what
I shall call the
.

ll. Doctrine of the Vital
Meaning of Limitation
Bach is universally acknowledged to have been the receptor
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and finisher of a tradition. The
scope and expressive power of his
work is the more amazing when
we recollect the relative rigidity of
the polyphonic tradition of which
he was a child. And as we stand
before these two facts, the tradition and the product, we are deepeningly taught this currently unorthodox truth: that to a creative
man limitations are an incentive
and not a bondage; that a limit
set is a gift deepened; that what
seems to the imagination a boundary is to the rational mind a
fructifying agent.
It is just at this point, I believe, that a study of Bach delivers a salutary corrective to the ultimate problem of our time. For
in the work of Bach we perceive
a fruitful marriage of reason and
imagination, a flower planted in
the soil of reason and yet fragrant with the far-scent of the imagination. And it is my thesis
that in rebellion against the doctrine of limitation this humane
fullness of expression could not
be produced. For in letters as in
morals and in music the reason
alone directs to a decadent decorum, the limitless imagination
to unreality and madness.
We are all children of Faust,
we people of this Western culture, and deep within us as the
thematic melody of our spirits is
his longing for Infinity. In ways
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significant and trivial, in actions
practical and symbolic, we storm
at the limits of things and long
to pierce into that illimitable
whose beckoning is our Romantic heritage. From the microscope
which scrutinizes the infinitely
small to the telescope that probes
after the incomprehensibly large
and the far we see our time in its
symbolic meaning. And the arts,
seeking to accomplish their fruition of expression within the spirit and mind of this mood, know
also this longing for infinity, this
wild lust for the inexpressible.
The reason and the imagination
strain at their ancient roots-divorce their long union-and believe that new expression can only
be achieved by utterly new means,
a means stronger, subtler, wilder,
bigger. And while we are aware
that a new spirit demands, and
will have, a new garment, the
music of Bach, so magnificent a
thing in its garment, made lovely
by limitation, speaks here both a
warning and a promise: the warning that reason suffers us to approve, finally, with no part of our
nature what is offensive to any
other part; that to "attempt to
abstract a so-called aesthetic interest from all other interests and
a so-called work of art from
whatever work ministers, in one
way or another, to human good,
is to make the aesthetic sphere

contemptible; that there has never been any art worthy of notice
without a practical basis and occasion, or without some intellectual or religious function. And
the promise is in the phrase of
Pascal, who cannot be accused of
betrayal by either the reason or
the imagination: "The rational
imagination disposes all."
It is in this sphere, then, of the
vital meaning of limitation that I
have found Bach to be a teacher
of truth in terms larger than the
vocabulary of aesthetics. His suggestion of the heavenly in the rationally and imaginatively controlled music of the St. Matthew
Passion recalls another who reflected the unutterable in a single
utterance. Many have spoken in
polysyllabic eloquence of the
transiency of beauty, of this brief
and mutable traject (ion) which
we call life-and yet none save
Shakespeare has caught passingness in a single monosyllabic,
lithe, and lovely line, speaking
endless overtones but perfect in
its clear brevity:
Bare ruined choirs where late the
sweet birds sang!

lll. Bach As an Intellectual
I introduce the third level
in this compression of my total
debt to Bach by remarking that I
have never read any catalogue of
the intellectual giants of our
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Western culture upon which has
appeared the name of a musician.
This is to me the more strange
when I go on to say, as I now do,
that the third level upon which
Bach has been a teacher for me
i~ precisely within this sphere.
This aspect of the being of the
artist has, under the bludgeonings
of the nineteenth century, passed
almost out of recognition-so that
to call an artist an intellectual is
with us almost a contradiction
in terms! Conscious of the strangeness of this treatment of Bach I
hasten to justify myself with a
description of beauty of intellect
that I find in a university lecture
delivered by John Henry Newman in 1852:
Intellect has its beauty, and it has
those who aim at it. To open the
mind, to correct it, to refine it, to
enable it to know, and to digest, master, rule, and to use its knowledge, to
give it power over its own faculties,
application, flexibility, method, critical exactness, sagacity, resource, address, eloquent expression-is an object as intelligible as the cultivation
of virtue, while, at the same time, it
is absolutely distinct from it.
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of data that experience brings is
an intellectual achievement of
the highest order. And just that,
time after time, is what I have
found accomplished in the work
of Bach. In several of the Platonic dialogues there is revealed
the sheer intellectual power of
man ascending as far toward a
rational grasp of ultimate reality
as has ever been known. Coming,
then, to the end of his argument
with two contradictory propositions in clear opposition, Plato
ends the dialogue with a myth.
The problem is not solved; for it
has been manifested as insoluble
-and yet in the myth, without
doing violence to either proposition of the reason, the philosopher
suggests in almost poetic terms
that transcendent solution that
must reside somewhere within the
world of ideas.
movement in the AlT legro isofaBach's
Fifth BrandenHERE

burg Conce1·to which has long
seemed to me, as a pure intellectual synthesis, a pure mental
product, to move on a level comparable with Plato's thought. I
Now it is within that under- know nothing about music techstanding of what beautiful intel-. nically, and I am indebted to my
lect is that I find in Bach a pure wife for this description of the
intellectual power operating as form, "At this particular point in
acutely and toward as noble ends the movement Bach ornaments
as any our history shows. To cre- the dominant by a remote, strange
ate a synthesis out of the conflict succession of dissonances over a
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dominant pedal before the thenmade-fresh-and-new resolution into the tonic."
It is because I find this artist
casting into rational form a representation of an actual experience
of the mind in its search for truth
that I have come so highly to regard Bach as an intellectual. For
is it not a common experience in
thought that contradictions grow
alongside one another, each getting more strong and positive until we become mentally desperate
in our quest for a rational resolution out of this insupportable
tautness; and then out of the antithesis there grows a synthesisa synthesis in which neither factor in the proposition is betrayed,
lost, or made less cogent, but in
which both are gathered up in
their full reality into a truth
which is beyond them?
If Plato is justly esteemed a
giant in the realm of intellectual
accomplishment because he suggests a synthesis beyond the multitudinous dissonances of reason's
light and embodies that suggested
synthesis in a myth. I think it not
at all queer that we ascribe to
Bach noble intellectual power if,
in another medium, he represents
those contradictions and rational
frustrations that beset us and
then, from the clutch of this ancient insoluble, sings out a resolution that is aesthetically pleasing,

formally sound, and vitally acceptable.
For this kind of speech about
Bach I am aware that some would
wish to consign me to psychiatry
-our modern term for devil-possession and the outer darkness;
but the more I read what I am
supposed to hear in music according to the usual program notes,
their birds and fates and plashing
fountains, the more boldly I persist upon this unregenerate way!

IV. Bach As a Religious Teacher
The fourth level upon which
Bach continues to be my teacher
is as a witness to the spiritual content of the Christian faith. There
is such a universal thing as religion and human spirituality-and
within this great and general
theatre there is that unique and
incomparable historical action of
Christ which has produced the
specifically Christian faith. When,
therefore, I speak of Bach as a religious teacher, I do not mean. that
his uniqueness lies within that
general sphere of spirituality
which is ubiquitous and whose
celebration is a function of the
greater proportion of serious
music, sacred and secular. It does
not require, I think, a very
acute sensibility to suspect that
the faith that Bach celebrated
and adored in so much of his
music is not an amorphous spirit·

_ _ _ _ _ _I
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uality without intelligible content
or historic roots, but a very definite faith that was as vital and palpable for him as the stones of the
Church of St. Thomas in Leipzig.
For this assertion there are not
ready ears in a time whose Christian inheritance is so pale that it
can play both Parsifal and the St.
Matthew's Passion on Good Friday and perceive no opposition
in content; for such a time has so
expanded the word spiritual that
all meaning has fled.
This distinction is not my creation and is certainly not special
pleading. I have yet to find in
Bach's confessions, either by word
or by the implications of his life
or in the content of his music,
any concern for religion save as
that word meant to him the common faith of his people and
church and time. The good city
of the consummation toward
which his soul pressed was not
Parnassus but Jerusalem; the
songs which drew from him the
wonderfully sweet and devout
arias of the cantatas were not the
song of Pan but the songs of Zion;
the spirit whose might he invoked
in his labors was not the Goethean spirit of the Cosmos but the
Heiliger Geist of his stout faith;
the river at whose waters he "sings
the song of Zion in a strange land"
i'i not the mythological Lethe but
historical Babylon.
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I conclude with a brief da capo
to page one. It is, I am hopeful,
now more clear why I asserted
there that music is only an aesthetic experience of worth because it is something more-because it ceases to be an isolated
aesthetic experience and involves
the whole man. That has been,
over the years, the story of my
debt to Bach. And the rationale
by which this is true of an inward
necessity I find in a paragraph of
George Santayana:
Aesthetic satisfaction thus comes
to perfect all other values; and they
would remain imperfect if beauty did
not supervene upon them, but beauty
would be absolutely impossible if
they did not underlie it. For perception, while in itself ·a process, is
not perception if it means nothing or
has no ulterior function; and so the
pleasures of perception are not beauties, if they are attached to nothing
substantial and rational, to nothing
with a right of citizenship in the natural or in the moral world. But
happily the merit of immediate pleasantness tends to diffuse itself over
what otherwise is good . . . . and to
become, for refined minds, a symbol
of total excellence. And simultaneously, knowledge of what things are, of
what skill means, of what man has
endured and desired reenters like a
flood that no-man's land of mere
aestheticism; and what we are asked
to call beautiful out of pure affectation and pedantry, now becomes
beautiful indeed.
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THE DISEASE OF
COLOSSALITY
"A new way of looking at man
and his fate" is what a review•
er calls The Crisis of Our Age,
by Pitirim A. Sorokin. This book
i<> a condensation of the same author's Social and Cultural Dynamics, four tremendous volumes
which I haven't seen but of which
a noted professor of sociology has
remarked to me that it is about
the most difficult stuff he has ever
read.
The Crisis of Our Age is not
difficult reading; in fact, it is very
fascinating, and the close is dra-matic-after the final collapse of
our civilization Professor Sorokin
sees the gleam of a better age in
which religion and the idealistic
world view again will come into
their own. But most of the book
is devoted to an analysis of the

culture which we call our own.
It is a culture in which the world
has lost every high ideal of literature and art.
In music and literature, painting
and sculpture, the theater and drama,
it chooses as its "heroes" either the
ordinary, prosaic types of human beings or the negative and pathological . . . . especially detectives, criminals, gangsters, and "double-crossers,"
the cruel, the disloyal, hypocrites,
prostitutes and mistresses, the sexually abnormal, the insane, clowns, street
urchins, adventurers. In the realm of
music the "heroes" are comedians,
clowns, murderers (as in Pagliacci
and Petrushka); smugglers and prostitutes (Carmen); pregnant women
and their paramours (Gurrelieder);
seduced girls (Faust); urbanized "cave
men" and "cave women" (Le Sacre
du Printemps); insane persons (The
Emperor ] ones); romantic brigands
(Robert le Diable); and the exotic
or erotic types represented by the
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Manons, th!! Thaises, the Salomes,
the Sapphos, the lslamys, the Tamaras, the Aidas. Still more vulgar,
negative, and pathological are the
heroes of musical comedy.

But more significant even is
the resort to a quantitative appeal, the disease of colossality,
which characterizes our civilization.
We maintain huge choruses and
orchestras-the bigger the better. A
book sold en masse is regarded as a
masterpiece; a play enjoying the
longest run is accepted as the best.
Our motion pictures are conceived
on a vast scale, and endowed with
sumptuous trimmings and accessories.
The same is true of our sculptures
and monuments. . . . A crooner or
radio artist with the biggest public, a
phonograph record or automobile
sold in the largest quantity, a
preacher or professor having the largest audience, a research project entailing the largest cost-in short, any
material or immaterial value that is
in some respect the biggest becomes
for this very reason the greatest or
best. . . . "The biggest firm," "the
largest circulation," "the biggest market of second-hand tires in the
world," is our highest recommendation. Anything which is not big
quantitatively, but is merely the finest
in quality, tends to pass unnoticed.
Such a quantitative mania ordinarily
operates to the detriment of quality.
Pliny's "Not being able to make our
values beautiful, we make them
huge," is as applicable to our culture
as to the culture of Rome. Now, as
then, the quality of the values tends
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to be in inverse proportion to their
quantitative colossalism and external
glitter.
Our Radio Cities are enormous;
and yet, the music and art forthcoming from these are vulgar or mediocre. Our school buildings and equipment are excellent, and the enrollment as well as the number of such
institutions are enormous. And yet,
in spite of all the growth of universal
education, hardly any genius of the
first dimension has been hatched by
them.
Quantitative expansion has resulted mainly in the appearance of
the yellow press, a vulgar pseudoscience, and a still more vulgar
"trained incapacity" in all fields of
culture. Our temples are magnificent
in their comfort and dimensions, but
a new St. Paul would probably find
them devoid of the Holy Spirit of a
great living religion. More and more
of us somehow feel a growing hollowness in contemporary culture. All its
gigantic colossalism and dazzling glitter increasingly appear to be a rouge
with which it tries to cover its inner
emptiness and its decayed charms.
The older it becomes and the more
its beauty fades, the more rouge,
more glitter, more show, and more
colossalism it uses.

Professor Sorokin's analysis of
our culture is keen and just, but
the thought that bigness may not
be a merit has been expressed by
earlier thinkers. More than thirty
years ago William James wrote
one of his finest passages regarding the futility of big success:
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As for me, my bed is made: I am
against bigness and greatness in all
their forms, and with the invisible
molecular forces that work from individual to individual, stealing in
through the crannies of the world
like so many soft rootlets, or like the
capillary oozing of water, and yet
rending the hardest monuments of
man's pride, if you give them time.
The bigger the unit you deal with,
the hollower, the more brutal, the
more mendacious is the life displayed.
So I am against all big organizations
as such, national ones first and foremost; against all big successes and
big results; and in favor of the eternal forces of truth which always work
in the individual and immediately
unsuccessful way, under-dogs always,
till history comes after they are long
dead and puts them on the top.

END OF AN ERA
£As if to illustrate the proposi-tion of Dr. Sorokin that we
a~e ';itnessing. the close of a periOd In world-htstory, I find mixed
up with the jottings on The Crisis of Our Age the latest bulletin
of Lutheran Church Art, by F. R.
"''ebber, containing a review of
the career of Ralph Adam Cram.
Taking note of Mr. Cram's death
last September, the newspapers
published lengthy editorials, not
a few commenting upon what
they call Mr. Cram's "profound
pessimism." Web her maintains

that Mr. Cram was not a pessimist, but one of our most noteworthy optimists, and proves his
point by taking note of the theory
of rhythmic cycles of culture held
by Mr. Cram: Mr. Cram believed
that civilization has its ups and
downs, and the crestings are,
roughly speaking, 500 years apart.
There is a long, gradual upward
climb, then a swift descent.
While Mr. Cram looked upon such
things as the two world wars, ultramodern architecture, jazz music and
the let-down in morals as evidences
of civilization on the down-grade, yet
he spoke with exuberant optimism of
a better age to come. It was not to
be a millennium by any means, but
rather an age when men will listen
to the voice of the Lord and set themselves to the task of putting society
on the up grade.

As for the present tendencies in
architecture the current issue of
Church Art, from which the above
is quoted, leaves no question in
anyone's mind that with the passing of Mr. Cram indeed a fabulous era came to an end.
So far as church architecture is concerned, it definitely came to a dose
with the building of East Liberty
Presbyterian Church, in 1931. It was
then that the depression dealt a death
blow to church building from which
it never recovered. When our country recovered from the depression of
1929-1939, a rising flood of cheapness
and vulgarity and externalism rushec;l

_ _ _I
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in and under the impact of two savage world wars the great revival of
Gothic came to a close.

But Webber looks forward to a
revival of higher ideals in the
field of religious art.
Men of Mr. Cram's type do not
grow discouraged when they see that
society is on the downward grade.
Rather do they rejoice, because when
the bottom is reached, civilization
will begin one more of its periodic
upward journeys. It is only some of
us undersized fellows who do one of
two things when civilization seems
to be slipping: either we become pessimists, or else (which is more likely)
we spend our time kidding ourselves
into thinking the Prof. Helmuth von
Schindle's latest pile of concrete
cubes is a finer church than Mr. R. A.
Cram's magnificent nave of St. John
the Divine. We poke fun at the immortal Fifth Symphony and turn
about and dedicate to the glory of
the Eternal God one brand new Vox
Humana stop and one set of gaspipe organ chimes.... Civilization's
downward glissade will end presently,
and jazz will become as obsolete as
rag-time and the cake-walk. Church
choirs will no longer jerk along in
chocolate colored vestments, and
building committees will cease to put
up an imaginary replica of some
fourteenth century English church,
and do it in hollow tile and stucco,
its interior finished in yellowtex.
There are signs, even now, that appear encouraging.... Cheapness and
shoddy and vulgarity will cease to be
gl<>rified merely because somebody
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has dragged them into a church
building and given them a sanctimonious false face. These days are
sure to come, for history teaches that
every age of doctrinal sidestepping
has been followed by · an age of restoration. If we manage to get doctrine on the upgrade once more, all
these other things will take care of
themselves. And by doctrine, Webber
means the good old custom of preaching sin and grace.

AFRICAN BOOKLET

£ I t seems to be much like the
about England that
was issued to the American Expeditionary Force sent for training to the British Isles. Some of
us will remember how this little
guide prepared the minds of
American soldiers and flyers for
the differences of speech and custom which they would find in
Great Britain and to which they
would have to accustom themselves. I haven't seen the African
booklet. Mr. Ernie Pyle, who reports for the Post-Dispatch from
Algeria, being prevented by censorship from telling what is going
on, gives some extracts from the
booklet which he describes as "a
neat little blue-backed affair, of
16 pages."
About the most interesting part
of his story is what he discovers
under the "Do's and Don'ts."

<f&ll booklet
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It says that bread is holy to the
Moslems, and never to cut it but always break with the finger, and not
to let any drop on the ground. It
says further that you must always eat
with your right hand, even if you are
a southpaw. I asked a French Algerian about this, and he says he never
heard of it before. So I've continued
to eat left-handed and nothing has
happened. Finally, the book says,
"Talk Arabic if you can to the people. No matter how badly you do it,
they like it."

Mr. Pyle's comment is:
This is good advice in any country,
but how any American is to go about
trying to talk Arabic is more than I
know. Most of us can't even learn
enough French to get by, and Arabic
is an almost impossible language to
learn.
The Army has put out a few little
booklets giving some Arabic words
and phrases. I'll give you a few examples of how easy it is to speak
Arabic.
For instance if an Arab asked you
what that thing is hanging from
your belt, you would reply, "Bundikeeya sughayzara"-which means pistol.
After you'd talked an hour or two
along that line and were ready to
call it a day, you'd say to the Arab,
"Lailtak syeeda ataimsik behair."
That means "good night."
The book ends by saying that some
Arabic sounds are almost impossible
for Americans to learn. For example,
it says that "kh" resembles the sound
made when clearing the throat, and
that "gh" is a deep gargling noise.

If you were to sneeze, cough,
whistle, choke and hiccup all at once,
that would mean "I love you baby,
meet me in £ron t of the drug store
right after supper."

COMMUNION OF SAINTS
~ There is a remarkable source
~ of comfort and strength for

our times in the words of the
Third Article of ·our Apostolic
Creed, "I believe in the holy,
Christian [or Catholic] Church,
the Communion of Saints."
Thereby we confess that the work
of the Church and the progress of
the Gospel is not limited to any
one church body or denomination,
but that everywhere where the faith
of Christ is in the hearts of men,
where the Word of God and the
Sacraments are in use, there the
Holy Ghost does His work of
regeneration and sanctification.
This fact makes the outlook for
the future much brighter because
it means that the direction of the
work of the Kingdom is not in
human hands but in divine. It
means that the progress of the
Kingdom is not limited to human
efforts, but has behind it the almighty power of God. It means
that the bread of life cast on the
waters of heathen lands is not
lost and will not return unto the
Lord void. It means that even in
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the midst of flying shot and shell
the Lord is gathering souls for the
eternal harvest.
In line with this thought, J oseph C. Grew, our former Ambassador to Japan, recent! y wrote:
The spark of faith no doubt still
burns in Japan, among literally hundreds of thousands of devoted Christians and when the war is over and
the military clique is no longer in
power, it is my conviction that a
great opportunity and responsibility
will again be offered the churches.
Life, in a recent issue carried

an editorial with the caption,
"The Closer You Get to the
.F ront, the More Often You Pray
to God," and in that editorial sev-

eral examples are given that show
the working power of the Holy
Ghost. We quote:
Private Bartek on Eddie Rickenbacker's raft had a small Bible with
him, and he and the great aviator
took turns reading it aloud. "When
we got to shore," said Bartek, "we
wanted to go to church." The "three
men on a raft" who spent thirty-four
days crudely navigating across the
Pacific, ... held almost daily prayers
after the sixth day. In a recent dispatch from North Africa, Henry T.
Gorrell, describing a bomber flight
over the Mediterranean, reported that
"the top gunner was sitting on the
floor reading his Bible. He put it
aside only when ordered to test his
guns."

4Jl
Incendiary
The underlying causes of this flame
Of conflagration that consumes us all
Lie deep in darkened caverns of the minds
Unlighted by the gleam from Calvary
That conquers hate with Love and dark with Light.
From ancient days the adage has come down,
"The gods make angry whom they would destroy."
Blind rage, instilling poison in the veins,
Unsteadies hand and heart to do the task,
While canker and corruption eat the soul.
Father, preserve us from corroding hate.
If bodies must be blasted, grant our souls
Maintain the blessed spirit of our Lord;
As He, nail-pierced and broken on the cross,
Kept His inviolate self to do Thy Willi
GEORGE

RossMAN.

~ AND MUSIC MAKERS
Conversations with a Sacred Cow
(CONTINUED]

BY WALTER A. HANSEN

DRAMATIS PERSONAE

A Sacred Cow Named Taste
An Apostate
f\ S. C. Do you think one can
.- avoid resorting to classifications and pigeonholes when talking about music? Haven't the
terms "classical," "romantic,"
"modern," and "ultra-modern"
been rolling from your .tongue like
milk pails from an assembly line?
A. I'll admit that the terms are
convenient. They've become so
"popular" that it's difficult to get
away from them. I'm convinced
that many of the . pigeonholes in
common use can be helpful; but
we must bear in mind that they're
by no means the last word.
For many years scholars have
been in the habit of speaking of
the "classical" era as ·the period
which came into being at the end
of the age commonly called ''baroque." It lasted, so they say, until

Beethoven had been gathered to
his fathers. Then the "romantic"
movement emerged from the
shell, so to speak, and held sway
throughout the nineteenth century and up to the time of the
outbreak of World War I. The
schools of expression designated
as "modern," "ultra-modern,"
and "futuristic" began to rule the
roost, so they tell us, after "romanticism" had en joyed its day in
court.
Naturally, all well-versed students of music are more than
careful to state that their classifications are somewhat nebulous.
They know, for example, that
there's "romanticism" even in our
day; and they acknowledge without further ado that "romanticism" existed, to some extent, long
before "classicism" made its entry
into the world. Yes, they're even
broad enough in their outlook to
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declare that our own age has its
outcroppings of "classidsm"; but,
since the "classicism" of today is
frequently tinged with "modernism" and "ultra-modernism," an
inclination to be circumspect and
discreet in their pronouncements
often leads the men of learning
to use the term "neo-classicism."
In other words, neither the pigeonholes themselves nor the contents of the pigeonholes make
for perfect order. There is, as
you see, a large amount of overlapping.
The lack of orderliness becomes
even more glaringly apparent
when scholars undertake to give
definitions of the terms in common use. No matter how desperately they try to tell you why,
where, or how a composition assigned to the period of "classicism," let us say, differs from a
work earmarked "romantic," candor compels them to admit that,
when all is said and done, the
stock explanations can never be
made to go on all fours. I know
that one could quote forty-eleven
definitions, so called, of "romanticism"; but let's single out one
of them. We are told by many
savants that "romanticism" places
emphasis on expressiveness rather
than on form. Sometimes the Germans, in an effort to be clever in
their definition- mongering, are
wont to say that it stresses Gehalt
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(content) in contradistinction to
Gestalt (form). But any well-informed musician could soon riddle this limping pronunciamento
with holes. Could any composer,
for example, have been at greater
pains to be expressive in a composition than the mighty Bach
when he wrote his St. Matthew
Passion? What did he strive to accomplish when he resorted to
symbolism in his writing? And
will anyone be bold enough to
maintain that he never indulged
in freedom so far as form was
concerned? Yet Bach, you know,
i!l spoken of as "a classicist of the
classicists." Look at the symphonies of Robert Schumann, a man
who, by the logic of the pigeonhole, must be called "a romanticist of the romanticists." Yes, he
set great store by expressiveness,
and he didn't bind himself body,
boots, and breeches to conventional forms. Nevertheless, Schumann was punctilious in the matter of form even though he didn't
consider it an unpardonable sin
to break with time-honored traditions. The truth is that he didn't
cast aside, and couldn't cast aside,
every vestige of "classicism." Yet
isn't it an unwritten law among
many that you must label him a
"romanticist" if you want to be
regarded as an expert?
S. C. I gather from what you
say that you'd be more than wil-
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ling to throw the standardized
classifications in to the ashcan.
A. I confess that I'd shed no
tears if some of them were discarded. But it's safe to say that
other terms, equally hazy, would
soon be in common use. Conscientious scholars, you see, must
constantly hedge when they list
their classifications. They're always pointing out examples of
overlapping when they employ
such terms as "baroque," "classical," "romantic," "modern," and
"ultra-modern." Hidebound
speakers and writers, of course,
aren't so scrupulous.
It has been suggested by some
that we reserve pigeonholes for
days, months, years, and centuries
instead of attempting to cram
into them far more than they can
ever hold. At any rate, why try to
manufacture pigeonholes for the
use of everyone in spite of the
fact that there's such widespread
disagreement on earth in matters
pertaining to music? When you,
Mrs. Cow, write your history of
the tonal art, you may devise your
own brand of pigeonholes. I wish
you luck. But please don't try to
foist your own classifications upon
others. If you decide to jump
about in the commonly accepted
receptacles, you, too, will be contributing to the confusion which
has existed these many years. Naturally, I'll read your book, and

no doubt I'll extract from it many
a kernel of wisdom even though
you may conclude that the pigeonholes in use today are the
last word.
S. C. That's kindness on your
part, Mr. Apostate.
A. If you're disposed to bear
with me a little longer, Mrs. Cow,
I'll tell you about an unforgetably impressive concert I heard
a short time ago, and I'll point
out how the pigeonhole system
affected me as I listened.
S. C. Go ahead.
A. The artists were Adolf
Busch, violinist, and his son-inlaw, Rudolf Serkin, pianist.
Since you like to resort to classifications when you hear and
study music, you'll say, I suppose,
that works representative of the
"romantic" school of composition
had the leading role in the program presented by the two artists.
Since it's evident that you don't
share with me a deep-felt disinclination to use pigeonhole methods in considering the fine arts,
you'll undoubtedly speak of the
Sonata in D Minor~ for Violin
and Piano, Op. 108, by Johannes
Brahms, and the Rondo Brillant,
for Violin and Piano, Op. 70, by
Franz Peter Schubert, as "romantic" from stem to stern. You'll
add to the list the following piano
pieces played by Mr. Serkin:
"Songs Without Words" (G rna-

Holbein of Augsburg
Drawings in pen and wash from the
sixteenth century
At the very beginning of the sixteenth century Holbein pictures
were found in great profusion-the great series on the Passion. the
life of the Virgin and Stories of the Saints. Hans Holbein, the
Elder, called in his brother Sigmund and Leonard Beck, artists with
reputations of their own, to come and help in his big workshop.
After the first decade their work slackened and the last great masterpiece, "l'ountain of Life" was painted far from home.
The studios of the artists in the late Middle Ages were often filled
with workers from a single family. The brothers and sons of the
artist worked under his direction and each fulfilled his duties according to his capabilities.
In early youth, Holbein's sons, Ambrosius and Hans, started on
their way to Basle. Here they were quickly established as worthy
citizens under Hans Herbster, the master painter. Little trace of
Ambrosius' work has ever been found. He lacked his father's and his
younger brother's sureness of vision.
Hans, the younger, roamed over North Italy. especially Como and
Milan and the intluence of Bramante, Leonardo and his pupils may
be seen in him. Afterward, in southern France, he received commissions from Melchior and Gaspar Trechsel at Lyons and the woodcuts for the Dance of Death and those for the Bible were made for
their printing-house.
Through Erasmus of Rotterdam, whose portrait he painted four
times, he was introduced to the art-loving chancellor of England,
Sir Thomas More. He returned to Basle for three years, between
1528 and 1532 and, in the latter year, returned to settle permanently
in England. By 1538 Henry Vlll had almost entirely monopolized
Holbein the Younger's time as court painter. 1543-the year of the
great plague-marks the death of this brilliant artist.
The personalities recorded by the older Holbein are the last witnesses of the dying Middle Ages. The younger Holbein shows us
the new generatjon, the men of freedom and the Renaissance. To
the latter belongs the credit for the designs of armorial glass which
remained a model for the whole sixteenth century in Switzerland.
Undoubtedly Holbein, the younger, had all the gifts of fortune
which genius could bestow-an inexhaustible imagination, a never
failing creative faculty, the will to succeed, and a circle of friends
to advocate and further his ideas.

Saint Kunigunda
Originally this was a design for glass. The Empress
Kunigunda, wife of the Emperor Henry II has been
venerated as a saint since the thirteenth century.

II

The Virgin in an Alcove
This also was a design for glass and was the property
of Daniel LindLmeyer, the famous glass-painter of
Schoffhausen.

I

The Virgin and St. John Beside·the Cross
This is one of the younger Holbein's earlier works
and bears a strong resemblance to his father's style.
The composition is new and daring.
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The Man of Sorrows
The artist here achieves his chiaroscuro effect very
simply. He makes a preparatory ground of brown and
heightens that with dark ink and white. Like Altdorfer in his "Blue Night in the Wood" so Holbein
with his deep brown of the Passion scenes awakens
serious and solemn feelings.

The Death of the Virgin
A pen and brush wash by the elder Holbein employing the same technique of a prepared brown background. It was designed for an altar wing in a Romanesque church.
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The Virgin As Queen of Heaven
From the elder Holbein's earliest period (before
1500) comes this remarkable Virgin. The drawing is
from the Schlossmuseum, Weimar.

Saint George
Not many of Holbein's works are as elaborate as this.
The drawing was one of a series of Saints prepared for
glass painting. It is done in the true late Gothic spirit.
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jor and the "Spinning Song"), by
Felix Mendelssohn; the same
composer's delightful little
"Scherzo in E Minor, Op. 16";
and the set of variations which
Schumann wrote for Meta Abegg
on a theme based on the letters
with which the lady's name is
spelled.
Ludwig van Beethoven!s Sonata
in G Major} for Violin and Piano}
Op. 30} No. 3 would, I take it, go
into the pigeonhole reserved for
the "classical" era; and Arcangelo
Carelli's "Adagio," which Mr.
Busch presented in an arrangement of his own, would, I suspect,
be consigned to the period commonly spoken of as "baroque."
But wait! Would it be wise to
label the Corelli-Busch "Adagio"
as "baroque" ·through and
through? Mr. Busch, you know
is a contemporary of ours. Isn't
there in his arrangement of the
"Adagio" something which is distinctly in keeping with the era in
which he lives? You couldn't say,
could you, that the version is
"modern" or "modernistic"? But,
since you want to be hyperconscientious and even squeamish in
your classifications, wouldn't you
be forced to conclude that Mr.
Busch has coated the work, so to
speak, with elements distinctly
in tune with our own time? He is,
beyond all doubt, one of the foremost musicians of the world, and,
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a[) a result, his transcription does
full justice to the Corellian spirit;
yet hasn't he added a Buschian
touch here and a Buschian touch
there? I'm not belittling what he
has done. ~f y sole purpose, you
see, is to show that pigeonholes
aren't what they're "cracked up "
to be.
What would you say about Robert Kahn's (born in Mannheim,
Germany, seventy-eight years ago)
"Scherzo ("The Elf") or about
Michael Press's arrangements of
two of Antonin Dvorak's Slavonic
Dances, which were played by Mr.
Busch? Are they "modern"? Are
they thoroughly "romantic"? Do
they straddle two schools of expression? Wo~ld you look upon
me as hopelessly perverse, Mrs.
Cow, if I declared that there's just
as much "classicism" in Brahms's
sonata and in Schubert's rondo as
"romanticism" and that there's
just as much "romanticism" in
Beethoven's sonata as "classicism"? Would you condemn me to
outer darkness if I refused pointblank to toot into the horn of
those who seem to believe that
they're handing out a nugget of
the purest gold when they tell you
that Mendelssohn's music is the
very epitome of that much-used
and variously defined stream of
expression which is dubbed "romanticism''?
Remember, Mrs. Cow, that I'm
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merely trying to point out in my
halting manner that the pigeonhole method of studying music
has often been an excruciating
pain in my neck. Maybe it has
many virtues of which I'm not
aware. It's possible, I admit, that
there are good pigeonholes and
pigeonholes that are not so good
as the good ones. I can't throw
them out of the world, and, even
if I could, I wouldn't have the
temerity to do so; but, to come
back to what we discussed on a
previous occasion, I do wish someone would invent a bomb power-

ful enough to blast the terms
"classical" and "popular, ••
"heavy" and "light," to the bourn
from 'Yhich no traveler returns.
I'm inclined to believe that it's
unwise, to say the least, for speakers and writers to insist on shoving untidy pigeonholes and hazily defined terms under our noses.
Fortunately, thoughts about pigeonholes didn't prevail against
the overwhelming beauty of the
artistry of Messrs. Busch and Serkin. Music, you see, has the power
to rise above the words men use
when they write about it.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

RECENT RECORDINGS
!coR STRAVINSKY. Fire Bird Suite. The
NBC Symphony Orchestra under
Leopold Stokowski.-The recording
has captured every detail of Stravinsky's colorful score and every
nuance of Stokowski's well-considered reading. As an encore the orchestra plays Stokowski's transcription of Tchaikovsky's "Humoresque, Op. 10, No. 2." Victor Album 933. $3.68.
ORATORIO ARIAS. "Comfort Ye My
People," from Handel's The Messiah; "Total Eclipse," from Handel's Samson; "Sound an Alarm,"
from Handel's judas Maccabaeus;
"Be Thou Faithful Unto Death,"
from Mendelssohn's St. PaulJ· "If
With All Your Hearts," from Mendelssohn's Elijah; "Then Shall the

Righteous Shine Forth," from Mendelssohn's Elijah. Richard Crooks,
tenor, with the Victor Symphony
Orchestra under Charles O'Connell.-Stirring artistry and superb
recording. Victor Album 934. $3.68.
MUSICAL SHow HITs. "Begin the Beguine," from ]ubileeJ by Cole Porter; "It's a Lovely Day Tomorrow,"
from Louisiana Purchase, by Irving
Berlin; "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes,"
from Roberta, by Otto HarbachJerome Kern;" Through the Years,"
from Through the Years, by Edward Heyman-Vincent Youmans;
"Dancing in the Dark," from The
Band ·w agon, by Howard DietzArthur Schwartz; "Give Me One
Hour," from The White Eagle, by
Brian Hooker-Rudolf Friml; "The
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Man I Love," from Strike Up the
Band, by Ira and George Gershwin; "My Heart Stood Still," from
The Connecticut Yankee, by Lorenz Hart-Richard Rogers. Gladys
Swarthout, mezzo-soprano, with the
Victor Concert Orchestra. - The
selections are frothy but in great
demand. Miss Swarthout, of course,
has a voice of rare beauty. Victor
Album 935. $3.68.
MAX STEINER. Symphonie Moderne
on a Theme by Max Rabinowitsch,
from the Warner Bros. film, Four
Wives. The Janssen Symphony Or-

chestra of Los Angeles under Werner J anssen.-A thought-provoking
work brilliantly scored, ably performed, and beautifully recorded.
Victor disc 11-8311. $1.05.
NEGRO SPIRITUALS. "Let US Break
Bread Together," arranged by William Lawrence; "Ohl What a Beautiful City!" arranged by Edward
Boatner. Marian Anderson, contralto, with Franz Rupp at the
piano.-One of the great singers of
our time presents two spirituals
with heart-warming beauty. Victor
disc 10-1040. Seventy-nine cents.

Gold Star Mother*
Her harp is hung on the willow.
There is one who is absent too long,
Oh, the tears she hides in her pillow!
Oh, the sobs that stifle her song!
She is brave at the morning's bright breaking
For the sake of some who may see.
She hides her heart's bitter aching
And takes down her harp from the tree.
GEORGE

RossMAN.

•To the mother of Lieut. Wayne Turk, killed in action recently
in the South Pacific.

READ NOT TO CONTRADICT AND CONFUTE-NOR TO BELIEVE
AND TAKE FOR GRANTED-BUT TO WEIGH AND CONSIDER

All unsigned reviews are by members of the staff
------------K~~-------------------------------------------------

sively . that we shall not be able ·to
defeat Japan if we underrate the
stamina, the resourcefulness, the courage, the equipment, and the fanaticism of her armed forces. This does
not imply, of course, that Richard
Tregaskis has sounded a note of despair as to our ability to crush Nippon
into unconditional surrender. His account of the furious fighting which
took place on Guadalcanal and on
neighboring islands between the
United States Marines and the troops
of Japan shows that our men are superior to the foe in every way; but
it points out at the same time how
utterly foolish it is to imagine that
we shall not have to pay dearly for
the victory which will be ours in the
end.
Mr. Tregaskis' diary holds the
reader spellbound. Here you have a
vivid account of warfare in the
jungles and over the jungles. Every
page is packed with drama; every
sentence is filled with tenseness. The
book is the work of a man who shared
dangers and hardships with the Marines-a man who, on more than one
occasion, escaped death by a hair.

Our Brave Leathernecks
GUADALCANAL DIARY. By Richard Tregaskis. Random House,
New York. 1943. 263 pages. Illustrated. $2.50.

the empire-hungry Japanese began their war against
W
our country by dispatching some of
HEN

their most skilful fliers to rain death
and destruction upon Pearl Harbor,
there were many who said, "The
Land of the Rising Sun is an overrated nation. Whatever strength Emperor Hirohito may have amassed on
land, on the sea, and in the air will
soon crumble into dust."
Japan's swift conquest of many rich
lands gave the lie to those who were
so confident that she would not prove
to be a formidable foe. "But wait,"
said the men and the women who
were still entangled in the web of
wishful thinking, "until our fighting
men meet the Japs on the field of
battle. Then the Mikado's minions
will make tracks and rapidly melt
away."
Guadalcanal Diary proves conclu-
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Follow Tregaskis as he leaps from a
landing boat, as he moves warily
through the dense forests of Guadalcanal in the company of the brawny
Leathernecks, as he flattens the full
length of his body-six feet and seven
inches, no less-into the ground while
Nipponese airmen bomb and strafe
Henderson Field, as he rushes from
one bit of shelter to another to avoid
bullets and shell-fragments, as he tells
about the "scuttlebutt" (rumors) and
the "breeze-shooting," as he goes
hungry and thirsty-follow him in
Guadalcanal Diary, and you will realize what our brave men had to accomplish and endure before they succeeded in wiping out the determined
resistance of the Japs. Listen to Tregaskis as he describes what he saw
after the battle at the Tenaru River:
Everywhere one turned there were
piles of bodies; here one with a backbone visible from the front, and the rest
of the flesh and bone peeled up over
the man's head, like the leaf of an artichoke; there a charred head, hairless but
still equipped with blackened eyeballs;
pink, blue, yellow entrails drooping; a
man with a red bullet-hole through his
eye; a dead Jap private wearing dark ,
tortoise-shell glasses, his buck teeth
bared in a humorless grin , lying on his
back with his chest a mess of ground
meat. There is no horror to these
things. The first one you see is the only
shock. The rest are simple repetitions.
The Marines knew well enough
that they would not be able to survive on Guadalcanal if they underrated the Japanese. They were brave,
and they were tough; but they could
not afford to be careless. They soon
found out that it did not pay to
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take chances. Live Nipponese soldiers often played 'possum amid their
own dead to give the impression that
they, too, had fought their last fight.
If the Marines took for granted that
all the bodies stretched out on the
ground were corpses, they would
learn to their sorrow how risky and
how fatal it was to turn their backs
without making sure once and for
all that there were no live Japs
among the slain. So the Americans
found it necessary to stand "in a
shooting-gallery line, thumping bullets into the piles of Jap carcasses."
OR

many weeks Mr. Tregaskis re-

F mained with the Marines on Guadalcanal, where "things like bread
and privies, considered the barest necessities at home, become luxuries,"
where no quarter was asked and none
was given. When his shoes, size fourteen, had been worn out beyond
hope of repair and the "good quartermaster" had no replacements to
give him, the correspondent left the
island in a bomber to return for a
while to civilization. But the thunder of history-making battles soon
called him back to share the life of
the men who are fighting in far-away
places to free their country from the
menace of Nippon. After preparing
Guadalcanal Diary for publication
Tregaskis returned to the field of
action. Perhaps he was present on
Guadalcanal when the announcement
was made a short time ago that the
J aps had at last given up their desperate attempts to recapture Henderson Field from the forces of the
United States.
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Collective Peace
LET THE PEOPLE KNOW. By
Norman Angell. The Viking Press,
New York. 1943. 245 pages. $2.50.

author of this Book-of-theT
Month Club selection was born
in England and educated on the
HE

Continent. After running away from
school in Switzerland, he came to
America and spent five years as a
migrant farm hand and cowboy in
the West. Since then he has divided
his time between England, where he
served for a time in Parliament, and
America. The best-known of his
many writings, The Great Illusion,
has been translated into eleven languages.
In Let the People Know, Angell
addresses himself to John Citizen,
the average American, who does not
pretend to any expert knowledge of
international affairs and who consequently feels more or less at sea in
face of the questionings, doubts, and
misgivings that persist in arising in
his mind with regard to the causes,
the origins, and the probable outcome of this war. Angell holds that
the salient facts on all these points
can be made perfectly clear to the
average man and that it is vital that
he become clear on them because it
is he who formulates public opinion
and because public opinion, in the
last analysis, determines public policy. Unless, therefore, public opinion
is properly informed and is guided
by such information, the voice of the
people will not be the voice of God,
but "very commonly the voice of Satan-the voice of resentment, prejudice, passion."

Seventeen questions which John
Citizen raises are tabulated at the
outset, and the rest of the book undertakes to provide the answers. The
central thesis about which the whole
discussion turns is the proposition
that protection against violence is
possible only through a collective
agreement among men that each will
react to an attack on any other member of the group as if it were an attack on himself. That public order
and security in any community, including states and nations, depends
on the application of this principle
is obvious. Nor, it is .argued, are international order and security possible on any other basis. Only if the
nations bind themselves to come to
the aid of any nation which is the
victim of violence will international
anarchy come to an end.
The outbreak of the present war
is laid to the fact that there was no
such mutual defense pact between
the nations at whom the totalitarian
regimes aimed their aggressions. If
it had been certain that the countries which now form the United
Nations would immediately defend
with their full power any one of
their number who was attacked,
would Japan have invaded China or
Hitler Poland? And even if they had,
could they have won any such measure of success as they did win? Were
not Hitler's successes largely due to
the fact that he was able to pick off
the smaller nations one by one and
thereby strengthen himself for further attacks?
And after this war is over, Angell
asks, what guarantee can there be
against ever recurring and more fu-
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rious future wars except a compact
among the nations by which all recognize an obligation to defend each
other against attack and violence?
If each nation insists on reserving its
right to freedom of action in such
cases, all are exposed to the risk of
domination by any violent minority
that can make itself stronger than
any individual member of the majority. No "balance of power" arrangement will serve the needs of
the situation either, for, aside from
the fact that such a balance would
constantly be shifting, it would by
its very nature divide the nations into opposing camps, inviting suspicions, intrigues, and clashes of interest leading to conflict. Only if all
nations are eventually drawn into a
compact for mutual defense on equal
terms can international order and
security be assured.
If it is agreed, however, that hope
for the future lies with some form of
international co-operation against violence (Angell does not speak for
any particular form of it), then alJ
must also be willing to make whatever changes and sacrifices may be
necessary to render such co-operation possible. A considerable portion
of the book is devoted to the discussion of this point, especially to an
examination of the suspicions, dislikes, prejudices, and fears that stand
in the way of international co-operation. Such matters as anti-British
feeling in the United States, charges
of British imperialistic aims, fears of
communism, and questions of international justice are frankly faced.
Angell's sentence structure is not
always as lucid as one might wish,
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but his argument is clearly and coherently presented. While we do not
agree with him on every point, we
believe that his main contentions are
well grounded and that the course
which he maps out is the best that
is open to us even if we cannot divest ourselves of all misgivings regarding it. At any rate his argument
deserves careful and serious consideration by all of us American John
Citizens.

A New Role for Saroyan
THE HUMAN COMEDY. By William Saroyan. Harcourt, Brace and
Company. New York. 1943. 291
pages. Illustrated by Don Freeman.
$3.00.
The Human Comedy is Mr. Saroyan's first novel, and though the form
is new, all the old Saroyan traits are
present. There are tenderness, pity,
wisdom, humor, and gallon jugs of the
milk of human kindness. The familiar
Saroyan characters are present too:
the sweet old drunkard; the young
man who includes in his love for his
girl a frenzied yet tender passion for
all humankind; the loving oldsters;
the beloved young 'uns; and the villain who is but a weak, stray lamb
who will one day find the fold. The
novel is more earthbound than Mr.
Saroyan's former works, and its moments of unreality do not attain the
sheer fantasy of his plays but often
remain unconvincing and a trifle em.
barrassing to the reader. Homer Macauley's oral treatise on the nose, for
instance, is not very funny and not
very likely to be countenanced in any
junior high s(:l\oql. Joe Terranova,
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self-appointed low comedian of Miss
Hicks' Ancient History Class, falls
far below the doubtful standard set
for this reviewer by a very real Milton Grabawitz back in Public School
53.
The Human Comedy-The Bookof-the-Month Club selection for
March-tells in a series of episodes
the story of the Macauley family of
Ithaca, California, and a very unusual family it is. Pa, though dead, is
ever present to comfort and guide his
family; and Marcus, the oldest boy
killed in the war, nonetheless comes
home at last. Ma is probably the
sweetest, kindest, gentlest, and most
understanding in or out of fiction.
Bess is the sister; of course she plays
the piano. Ulysses is the four-year-old
-he it is who will take your heart.
He is the sort of baby that even
your great uncle Ezra would like to
cuddle. He spends hours in a bear
trap with perfect poise and is delighted at discovering something new. He
knows fear for the first time when
Mr. Mechano, a show window automaton, cannot or will not answer
the appeal in his eyes and in his
smile.
Horner Macauley, fourteen year old
and the fleetest messenger boy in all
Ithaca, is Mr. Saroyan's hero. Homer
embodies the wisdom of the world.
He knows love and hate, contempt
and tolerance, kindness, mercy and
great pity. Even so, he is a real pieeating little boy, although a great
deal more articulate than the average
wise man of three score and ten. His
wisdom is evidenced not in the statements he makes, but in the earnestness and scope of his questions.

Mr. Saroyan is most appealing
when describing the small boy at
home in his own world. Some of the
gayest and most convincing moments
in the book are those which the
reader spends with Auggie and his
faithful gang. He recaptures completely the thrill of robbing an apple
orchard or of mending a tennis net
for the express purpose of snaring a
lion.
Mr. Saroyan writes as always, with
great simplicity, charm, and tenderness. The reader will enjoy The Human Comedy~ although he may feel
the need of a chapter or so of Somerset Maugham afterwards.
PATIERSON McLEAN FRIEDRICH.

For Freedom
FLIGHT TO ENGLAND. By I. A.
R. Wylie. Random House, New
York. 1943. 192 pages. $1.75.
HEN Ida Wylie said farewell to

London on a soft August day
W
in 1939, the Cockney "boots" at the
Garland Hotel in Suffolk Street
quietly remarked, "Well, Miss, it's
zero hour for us." Three years later,
in response to an invitation by British authorities, Miss Wylie returned
to England to see for herself how
her countrymen had met the challenge of their fateful zero hour.
Standing at the bottom of Suffolk
Street, she saw that only the facade
of the Garland Hotel remained
standing. This was only the beginning. London was cruelly and fantastically scarred, torn, and battered.
Miss Wylie writes:
I'd made up my mind not to be emotional about this sort of thing. I'd
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known all about it for two years. It's old
stuff and yet it isn't. When you see it
with your own eyes it's new. It's like a
sudden, cruel kick where it hurts . . . .
A young American soldier, contemplating the ruins, said to me, "For the love
of Mike, why didn't they tell us it was
like this?"
Flight to England is a frank, uncompromising analysis of the things
the author saw and heard. It deals
"less with passing events than with
the more constant factors of heart
and mind." Miss Wylie visited the
great factories of the Midlands industrial area; she journeyed to Hull,
to Birmingham, to Stratford-on-Avon,
and to unnamed coastal towns. She
talked with Britishers in high places
and in low, with men and women
in and out of uniform. Everywhere
she found the same grim, purposeful
determination to "get on with the
bloody war." The hard-working English people haven't time for parade~
and sqngs and banners. They are
tired, but they are calm and undismayed. They are "coping." The British aren't ashamed of what they have
accomplished since 1939; "they think
they've done pretty well." But they
know that the task is only begun.
Employers and employees alike are
anxious to shake off the skeleton
grasp of a dead century. England is
a shambles; but it has good foundations, and on these foundations the
English are determined "to create
again in the fashion of our greatest
past-blueprints from which the world
can draw a pattern of a new civilization." The English are not primarily
interested in an early victory; for
perhaps an early victory would be another defeat. Perhaps a prolonged war

is our only hope of learning in our
bones that if free people elect fools and
shysters to mislead and hoodwink them,
they and their children will pay the
price in the all too familiar formula of
blood and sweat and tears.
Miss Wylie summarizes her thoughtprovoking observations with these
words:
Necessarily I've only seen as far as my
vision permits and no deeper than myself. And even that much requires a big
writer with many words to do it justice.
And I am only a little writer with few
words. But I've been honest within my
limitations and this much I know for
certain-that I have seen the shaping
of great events by a great people if only
because I myself am so greatly changed.
For the last few years I have been disturbed, disintegrated and afraid. I go
back [to America] with a quiet heart. I
am composed and integrated. I think I
shall never be afraid again.

The Great Romantic
VICTOR HUGO. By Matthew Josephson. Doubleday, Doran & Co.,
New York. 1942. 514 pages. $3.50.
N

this remarkable biography of

Victor Hugo, Matthew Josephson
Ipresents
not only the fascinating

story of Hugo's long, full life, but
also a political and literary history of
France from the rise of the first N apoleon to the fall of Napoleon the
Little. Hugo's early childhood was
spent in following his father, a Napoleonic general, around the battlefields of Europe; and the latter part
of his life was passed in bitter exile
fighting with pen and word Louis
Napoleon, who had double-crossed
his supporters by proclaiming himself emperor. The intervening years
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were characterized by feverish activity, both literary and political, upon
which Hugo thrived as he grew more
wealthy and influential.
Hugo was the literary idol of
France while still in his teens, and,
in spite of a few early dramatic failures, he remained the adored leader
of French letters until his extreme
old age, when he began to fall to
pieces in more ways than one. One
of his earlier works, Hernani, a super-romantic drama remembered today, not for its silly plot but for its
beautiful poetry, caused rioting in
the streets of Paris as Hugo's followers and antagonists evaluated its
worth with cheers and hisses, fisticuffs, and broken heads. Hugo's latest work was always awaited by the
French people with impatience, and
his political pamphlets and his stinging verses did much to bring about
the downfall of Napoleon the Third.
early part of Hugo's life was
devoted entirely to literature,
T
mainly poetry and drama; although
HE

N ot1·e-Dame de Paris, which was written as a pot-boiler and has remained
a classic of romantic prose style, appeared during these years. It is interesting to note that even before Hugo
entered politics he had an uncanny
genius for creating enemies. Most of
his adoring followers and proteges
finally broke away from him and became his violent and active enemies.
The quarrel between Sainte Beuve
and Hugo is literary history, and
Sainte Beuve's mean revenge is still
a favorite topic for scholars to puzzle over. One can but feel that Hugo's colossal conceit must have driv·

en away many of his friends and annoyed those who remained faithful
almost beyond endurance. For Hugo
had always to have the center of the
stage, his followers never being more
than an admiring audience to feed
his growing sense of importance
which finally bordered on the psychopathic. Only two persons closely
connected with Hugo remained unfaltering in their adoration through
the turbulent years: his wife and his
mistress.
In his middle years Hugo entered
politics, and, because of his "crystal
soul" which mirrored the wants of
the people, he changed his political
views with the ease of the Vicar of
Bray. Finally, however, he became a
sincere Republican and fought in
the streets of Paris for his principles.
He supported the candidacy of Louis
Napoleon for the democratic leadership of France; but when that usurper, after his famous coup d' etat, set
himself up as emperor, Hugo fled
to Belgium and later to Guernsey,
where he settled down for his long
exile.
It was in Guernsey that Les Miserables was written and the long
duel between Hugo and Louis Napoleon took place. Although Hu&o
no doubt chafed under his enforced
exile, he had his work and his ego
to see him through. His family and
his mistress suffered much during the
long, gloomy winters; and his adored
daughter finally went mad. It was
during this exile that Hugo got religion; rather naturally it was a religion which featured Victor Hugo.
He became a spiritualist and was
assured by the Greek philosophers
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and by God Himself in rather literary French that he, Hugo, was a
great and good man. Mr. Josephson
says:
It is no coincidence that the poet in
communicating with the spirit world absorbed religious doctrines tha.t answered
his own deep-felt needs and longing. His
sense of fulfilling a sacred mission and
the utility of it was reinforced. The
presence of evil and suffering, and even
of guilt within himself was explained
and pardoned. Even his own earthly
frailties seemed to be in accord with
that "universal prostitution" which, according to certain types of occultism,
was directly connected with the force of
creativeness. (Thus he was permitted to
continue his apparently "sinful" relations with Mme. Drouet and also to deceive her in tum, which he continued
to do up to a very advanced age, with
various launderesses and servant maids.
And when betimes his conscience was
pricked by his own sensual philanderings, the Shadow assured him that this
was all a mystery that he must respect
and question no more.)

The last years of Hugo's life were
spent rath~r calmly, except for his
senile philanderings, in Paris with
his grandchildren and his faithful
Juliette, who had been his mistress
for more than fifty years. Hugo died
in his eighty-fourth year, still a leader of France and still worshipped by
the people. "And when they buried
him," Paris "had seldom seen a cost·
lier funeral."
Mr. Josephson's book gives to those
of us who have read Hugo's works
only in translation a thorough critical study of his great prose and poetry. The book is scholarly, intensely
interesting, and beautifully written,

and it fills a real need for a comprehensive and impartial biography of
Victor Hugo, the Great Romantic.
PATIERSON McLEAN FRIEDRICH.

Battle in Three Dimensions
BATTLE FOR THE SOLOMONS
[October-November]. By Ira Wolfert. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston. 1942, 1943. 200 pages. $2.00.
RA

WoLFERT was sent to Guadal-

canal by the North American
INewspaper
Alliance early in October. He traveled by troop transport
to Honolulu and by airplane down
the sea- and skyway the Navy has
thrown southwest across the Pacific,
reaching Guadalcanal just as the
Americans were slugging it out with
J aps landed by a naval task force.
Battle for the Solomons is a history that falls readily into four parts.
Mr. Wolfert explains the strategic
values of the small and the large islands in the Pacific. He gives accounts of Round 3 (the week of October 11) , Round 4 (week of October 25) , and Round 5 (November
13-15, Admiral William F. Halsey's
victory) of the Battle for the Solomons. He describes fighting in each
of the three dimensions-land, sea,
air. He comments upon the American soldier as a fighter against the
toughest enemy Americans have ever
faced.
Large islands such as Guadalcanal
are valued as unsinkable aircraft carriers, from which airplanes may patrol and attack. The fight for Guadalcanal was not for the hundredmile island but for the air facilities
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on one tip of it and the sea roads
leading to it. Determined to drive
the Americans from Guadalcanal,
the 1aps expected to take the whole
chain of islands from the East Indies
down through the New Hebrides to
New Caledonia, and then have only
the Coral Sea between them and
Australia.
That they failed between August
and February was due to the resourcefulness and the audacity of General
Alexander A. Vandegrift, General
Millard F. Harmon, Admiral William F. Halsey, and the courage and
the tenacity of the men who made
up the Marine, Army, and Navy units
under their command. One task
force after another the 1aps sent to
pound the north side of the island
and to land troops. While the 1aps
were never able to land overwhelming reinforcements with supplies and
air support, they came dangerously
close to that achievement. Round 3
may serve as an example of their
technique.
During the week of October 11 an
enemy fleet was sighted off Guadalcanal. Navy, Marine, and Army flyers fought their way through landbased Zero fighters to bomb transports and warships. The 1ap task
force battered through to U. S. positions, leaving a long trail of dead
and dying men and burning and
foundering ships stretched out for
miles to sea. 1ap troops hurried up
the beach under heavy barrage and
at various points of vantage stopped
to form under fire from United
States Marines and Army infantry.
Artillery from ships and on land
and aerial bombs "called the tunc

of the battle" in day and night fighting. Finally the Navy brought enough
pressure to chase the 1ap warships,
and the men on Guadalcanal "settled down" to another week of foxhole- and bushfighting.
R. WoLFERT's book is a record
of the two months that ended
M
with American forces in control of a
not-completely-won battlefield. Good
reporter that he is, Wolfert anticipated three questions from the folks
back home. 1. What's a battle like?
(the over-all picture: various combat
units.) 2. What's the fighting like?
(details: the individual soldier, the
jungle.) 3. How are our boys getting along? (their morale.)
It is distinctly to his credit that
he answers these questions and that
his J.ccount of the struggle is neither
diary-like reporting nor an exposition on strategy. It has elements of
both of course; the point, however,
is that Wolfert is master of his material and therefore is able to place
his reader in the position of spectator. For instance, he had a "grandstand" position for the fifth battle
of the Solomons-"the first battle in
the history of modern war that could
be viewed almost in its entirety by a
single man standing still." Before he
describes the thirty-minute holocaust
in which Rear Admiral Daniel 1.
Callaghan's line of ships reduced the
1ap fleet to an ineffective force, he
presents an over-all picture of the
entire three-day battle and of the
1ap "softening-up" attacks that preceded it. It is the placing of the
master-stroke in proper perspective
that makes one appreciate it.
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The publishers call this book "the
most vivid and exciting eye-witness
account of fighting in three dimensions that has come to date from the
present war." They are correct. Its 200
pages are never bogged down by excess detail or by excess cussing. It's a
book about men who can fight. The
author points out that the fellows
who did the fighting took much
abuse in the recent past from news.
papers and Republican politicians
when the President was berated for
pampering and softening them with
New Deal projects. But these fellows licked Japs by being better at
war. "No one who reads this book
will say again that young America
has grown soft."
PALMER CzAMANSKE.

We or They
MODERN JAPAN AND SHINTO
NATIONALISM: A Study of Present-day Trends in japanese Religion. By D. C. Holtom. The University of Chicago Press, Chicago.
1943. 178 pages. $2.00.
author of this book, who has
T
. lived in Japan for thirty years
and has taught in various Japanese
HE

colleges, is of the opinion that "one
who would make plain to himself
the most characteristic aspects of the
entire social and political, as well as
religious, life in contemporary Japan
must look for them in the study of
the religious foundation of the Japanese state" (p. 3) . Accordingly, he
develops in the course of six profoundly scholarly essays the close relation which exists between the J apanese government and State Shinto,
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the chief religious features of Shinto,
the attitude of the government toward other religions such as Christianity and Buddhism, and the efforts of the Japanese state to promote Shintoism in newly conquered
territories.
It seems impossible to present in
digest form all the basic implications
of the author's theses. We shall rather reproduce a number of particularly significant observations and add a
paragraph on the fortunes of Christianity in modern Japan.
"The dominant trend of religion
in Japan today is the enhancement
of the fortunes of State Shinto which
has been steadily going on since
1867, the beginning of the modern
period." "The emperor is to the
Japanese mind the supreme being in
the cosmos of Japan." "Subjects have
no mind apart from the will of the
emperor. Their individual selves are
merged with the emperor." "Divinity
lies in the blood connections of the
Emperor with the great Kami ances.
tors of the past. It is biological and
historical, a divinity and sacredness
preserved in the germ plasm ..... The
Emperor is divine because he is the
living extension in time of the very
bodies and souls of the great divine
ancestors of the past, and in particular, of the physical and spiritual attributes of the sungoddess, Amaterasu Omikami, by whose wi11 and wisdom the state was founded." "The
ancestral deities are eternally living
in the spirit world from which they
mold the destiny of the present according to their unchanging purposes." "The army is the chief medjating agency of the divine imperial
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will." "The Whole World Under
One Roof, is the keystone of Japanese diplomacy."
Of singular value is the author's
analysis of the fortunes of Christianity in modern Japan. Whenever the
Japanese state stressed Japan's universalistic interests, Christianity could
prosper as it did in the period immediately ·after 1873 and in the years
following the Russo-Japanese War.
In the periods, however, in which
the spirit of nationalism prevailed
in Japan, Christianity as well as all
other religions suffered. This is true
in particular at the present time. As
a result of these sometimes hostile
attitudes toward Christianity, the
Christians in Japan have passed
through serious trials. Both, Protestants and Roman Catholics, have
been compelled to make concessions
to State Shinto which they did not
make when the government did not
interfere with their interests. The
chief accommodation made by Christians in Japan has been their participation in the ceremonies of the
shrines. Though these Christians believed that by such participation
they were merely exhibiting a spirit
of patriotism and loyalty to the Japanese state, they have not escaped the
suspicion of practicing ancestor and
emperor worship. It seems obvious
that if Japan wins the war, Christianity in Japan will find it most
difficult to survive; for a Japanese
victory will be a victory of State
Shintoism, and State Shintoism, with
its nationalistic bent, will not suffer
Christianity with its universalistic
spirit.
All this does not mean that there

are no Japanese who oppose State
Shinto and who are not ready to
grant also Christianity a place in the
sun. As the author says, "This suppressed power may yet assert itself in
a mighty upheaval in which the old
order with its obsolete coercive sanctions will go down forever and a new
and truly modern Japan arise."
Mr. Holtom has rendered Americans a noble service. He has included
in 173 pages an amazing wealth of
factual data, all carefully documented, and he has done it in a way
which keeps the reader's attention to
the very end. Profuse quotations and
a thorough index add immeasurably
to the value of the book.

War in the Pacific
TORPEDO ]UNCTION. By Robert
J. Casey. The Bobbs-Merrill Co.,
Indianapolis and New York. 1942.
423 . pages. $3.50.
HE

sub-title of this book is "With

T the Pacific Fleet from Pearl Harbor to Midway." The author, Robert
J. Casey, is war correspondent for
the Chicago Daily News. He reached
the Pacific battle scene after having
lived through the first phases of
World War II in Europe, just after
Japan had made Pearl Harbor its
"torpedo junction." He tells his story,
which has become a best seller, in
six books: I. Murder in Paradise; 2.
The Marshalls; 3. Marcus; 4. Mystery
Cruise; 5. Coral Sea; 6. Midway. He
starts his account by telling his readers to "forget Pearl Harbor," without
intending to minimize the disaster,
but rather to keep us looking, not
backward, but forward. He sulllJ up
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his story in the following pregnant
paragraph:
We saw one of the most tremendous
melodramas in the record of great mtlitary institutions unfold itself, scene by
scene, act by act, in strict conformity to
the rules of unity and plot. We saw the
Navy-flattened not only by the Pearl
Harbor tragedy but by the global war
that grew out of it-suddenly setting out
to do whatever could be done with what
materials happened to lie at hand, going
ahead with ever-increasing momentum,
gathering up material and men as it
moved and fought, outguessing Admiral
Yamamoto and his talented knifemen
with traditional American brilliance,
striking cautiously at first, then with
daring-through the Marshalls and Gilberts and Wake and Marcus to the
ornate shambles of the Coral Sea. And
finally, outnumbered and outgunned, to
the incredible victory of Midway.

And that summary will have to suffice for this review as the reader must
read the book itself to appreciate it.
Casey is "tops" as a reporter, probably
the best in the business just now, and
he has seen more of this war in more
different parts of the earth than any
other man alive. His vivid, day-byday account of the happenings he saw
with his own eyes is so gripping that
the reader is about as close to the
scene as one can be without actually
being there.
The war has brought forth many
books. It will produce many more.
This is one that will remain near the
top of the list of those really worth
keeping.
What the author says in conclusion
about the battle of Midway is significant "If we'd lost that fight we
wouldn't be holding maneuvers here.
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We'd be trying to hold back the Eastbound Japs along Highway 66."

"Hail, Ye Heroes!"
HAPPY LAND. By MacKinlay Kantor. Coward-McCann, Inc., New
York, 1943. 92 pages. $1.50.

families are just beginning to feel the full weight of
A
the war. It isn't rationing or overMERICAN

time hours of work or wartim~ restrictions or minor inconveniences
which bring home to the individual
the horror and the tragedy of warfare. Only casualty lists can do that
-casualty lists on which familiar and
well-beloved names are mentioned as
dead or wounded or missing in action. The battlefields of the earth
seem incredibly remote until a brief
message from the War or Navy Department sends carefully laid plans
and tenderly nurtured hopes for the
future down to a crushing, agonizing
nothingness.
Such a moment came to Lew and
Agnes Marsh wheri the news of their
sailor-son's death "somewhere in the
Pacific" reached them. One question
echoed and re-echoed in Lew Marsh's
heart:
Why? Why? Why? Why? It wasn't
fair, it wasn't right that Death could
happen so blankly, so relentlessly, so
needlessly to Rusty .... Oh yes, Chinese
could be killed, and Japs, and Germans,
and English boys, too-and, of course, a
lot of American boys had been killedbut those were always anonymous thousands and hundreds and dozens. You
read about them vaguely, and heard
about them on the radio. . . . But not
Rusty. Why, he was only a young fel-
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low living at home, going to school,
working for Dad, going out on mild
dates, having his dreams. And then the
war-and then the Pacific Fleet-far removed, unlisted breadth of water, arduous work and maybe sea-sickness . . . .
and then death. Death. Was it worth
while? Where was any personal world,
any wonderful and worth while world,
for which Rusty Marsh had fought and
died?

Before peace comes again to a battered and bleeding world, many,
many American parents will ask
themselves "Why?" and "Was it
worth while?" To them MacKinlay
Kantor's homely tale of an average,
middle-class American family will
bring comfort and strength and
courage. Happy Land is a timely and
effective reaffirmation of our faith in
a free and democratic way of life.
"A guy named Rusty and a lot of
other kids like that with a lot of
names" will have died in vain only
if those who fight on the home front
fail to keep this "happy land" a place
in which "an American kid can be
brought up, not to dream of gaudy
conquests and campaigns, but to
dream of the homely green world in
which he lives."

Crowded Years
WIDE IS THE GATE. By Upton
Sinclair. The Viking Press, New
York. 1943. 751 pages. $3.00.
PTON SINCLAIR has given

US

an-

U other big novel dealing with
the adventures of Lanny Budd, child
of fortune, art dealer, and sworn
enemy of the Nazis and the Fascists.
If you have become acquainted with
the resourceful and peace-loving Mr.

Budd by reading the three books
which have preceded Wide Is the
Gate, you know that his father is a
wealthy American manufacturer who
specializes in weapons of war and
loathes the New Deal. His mother is
a onetime artists' model who enjoy~
nothing better than to flit about
among the smart set of Paris. Lanny
becomes the husband-the prince
consort, as it were-of a fabulously
rich American heiress who strives,
according to her lights, to be a good
wife but cannot share her spouse's
convictions with respect to the troubled world-situation. He is sure that
the ideology and the actions of the
Nazis and the Fascists are cancerous
evils; but Irma, basking in her millions, refuses to interpret the signs
of the times in accordance with the
views of her husband. There is, she
thinks, too much of the "pink" in his
make-up. She loves him, and she is
willing to bear with his "leftist"
leanings provided he does not insist
on translating his beliefs into action.
Lanny, however, is no milksop. As
the husband of one of the wealthiest women of the whole world he
has many opportunities to work
against the sinister designs of Hitler
and Mussolini and to aid those who
labor day and night to undermine
the influence of the two dictators.
Irma's position gives him access to
the homes and the resorts of the
mighty. There is no need for him
to be concerned about earning a
livelihood; yet he buys and sells precious paintings, and this hobby of
his stands him in good stead. Since
he and his wife spend the most of
their time in France, he is close
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enough to the witches' caldron to
observe how violently and how menacingly the foul brew concocted by
the Nazis and the Fascists is boiling.
He hobnobs with the great ones of
the earth; but a deep-rooted concern
for the welfare of the human beings
whom the dictators are grinding into
the dust compels him to contribute
the bulk of his earnings in an effort to frustrate the plans of the men
who hold the reins in Germany and
Italy and are trying with might anc
main to extend their po·wer to othe1
lands.
oR a long time Lanny leads a

double life. He visits Goring and
F
even the Fuh1·er himself; yet he has
dealings with the underground movement inside and outside the Third
Reich. He associates with the "appeasers" in France and in England
to learn what they are thinking and
saying; yet he gives generously to
men and women in France, England,
and Germany who are aware of the
ever growing dangers and are working in the sweat of their brows to
warn their own countries and the
world at large of impending disaster.
In Wide Is the Gate Irma and
Lanny come to the parting of the
ways. The heiress goes into Germany
with her husband and is received
with impressive cordiality by Goring and the Fuhrer; but she comes
out of Hitlerland with the firm belief that Naziism is a good thing,
while her spouse, whose main reason for venturing into the lion's
den has been to aid the underground movement, is determined
more strongly than ever before to
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fight Hitlerism and all its works.
Lanny has brought money for Trudi,
a brave woman who has been combating Naziism in secret and at the
risk of her life. When he discovers
that the Gestapo has at last learned
where Trudi lives, he realizes that
he must take her out of Germany.
Since he is unable to do so without
Irma's help, he, the prince consort,
must confess that he has broken his
promise to have no further dealings
with the underground activities of
the anti-Nazis. Irma assists him in
bringing Trudi to Paris; but for the
rich heiress this is the last straw.
Soon she wants a divorce. Lanny
agrees. He has fallen in love with
Trudi.
Since it is Mr. Sinclair's purpose
to paint an all-inclusive picture of
the troubled state of affairs in the
world, he has the engaging Lanny
Budd pay several visits to Spain,
where civil war has broken out. The
events recounted and analyzed in
'W ide Is the Gate, you see, begin
shortly after Hitler's blood purge in
1934 and extend to the hectic days
during which the Fiihrer and Il
Duce, under the leadership of Generalissimo Francisco Franco, use
Spain as the stage for their dress rehearsal of the terrible holocaust
which descended upon the world
when the Nazi Wehrmacht invaded
Poland in 1939.
Wide Is the Gate is a better book
than its immediate predecessor, Dragon's Teeth. Mr. Sinclair, it is true,
still breaks innumerable lances for
his particular brand of socialism,
and he proves once more that he is
a man who used to be an extraordi-
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narily able novelist; but, whether accidental or intentional, the quality
of the writing in Wide Is the Gate
is superior in more than one respect
to that to be found in Dragon's
Teeth. The glaring Sinclairian faults,
however, are still in evidence. Mr.
Sinclair needs many, many words to
tell a story. He has not learned the
fine art of "boiling down." Nevertheless, one must bear in mind that
there is much good meat in his big
book. It deals with earth-shaking
events and with crowded years; it
reveals a keen understanding of portentous currents and undercurrents;
it tells of the time when
little nations were afraid of the big
ones, the fat and prosperous nations
were afraid of the lean and hungry ones.
The Catholics were afraid of the Nazis,
but still more afraid of the Reds. Labor
couldn't make up its mind which it
feared more, Nazi-Fascism or war; which
it loved more, freedom or peace. There
was an endless complexity of party opinion, class opinion, sect opinion, all
fanned to white heat by the pressure
of a desperate emergency.

Prologue to War
RIP TIDE OF AGGRESSION. By
Lillian T. Mowrer. William Morrow & Company, New York. 1942.
247 pages. $2.50.
N

November 11, 1918, a war-

weary world jubilantly celebratO
ed the signing of an armistice. The
"war to end war" had been brought
to an end; the world had been
"made safe for democracy." Peace
had been restored, and everywhere
men rolled down their slee·ves and

said, "That's that! Now for some
fun!" But even while statesmen and
diplomats cried "Peace!" there was
no peace. Before the ink was dry on
the Treaty of Vetsailles the seeds of
a new war had been sown in fertile
ground. Rip Tide of Aggression
traces the growth and the development of the forces · which have
plunged the entire world into lifeand-death combat.
Lilian T. Mowrer and her distinguished husband, Edgar Ansel
Mowrer, veteran foreign correspondent, spent many years in Europe.
They saw the rise of fascism, bolshevism, and Naziism. The Mowrers
were living in France when "the war
which began in Serbia in 1914 was
resumed in 1939." In 1940, when the
German armies poured into France,
Mr. and Mrs. Mowrer made a hurried
and dramatic exit; for Mr. Mowrer's
forthright news dispatches had incurred the displeasure of the Nazis.
Rip Tide of Aggression fills a specific need. Mrs. Mowrer says:
This book is about the ambitions of
the Axis partners and the menace these
ambitions constitute for the rest of the
world. It records the manner in which
the Axis leaders acquired a stranglehold
on their own peoples and then-by persuasion, fraud and force-proceeded to
extend that hold to others .... There is
nothing new in this recital of events
leading to the greatest struggle of all
time; nor is it an "inside" story with
exclusive thrills. It is a primer for those
who have little time for study but who
begin to realize how much there is at
stake.

Every American should read Rip
Tide of Aggression. We cannot begin to understand how much we
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have at stake until we have read and
understood the shameful history
'\\'hich brought the world to its present crisis. It isn't enough to divide
the world into two great hostile
camps; it isn't enough to send the
youth of the world to die on land,
in the air, and on the sea; it isn't
enough to preach hatred and to cry
revenge. That has all been done before. To what end? This has been
called a people's war. Mrs. Mowrer
exhorts us to make a people's peace

when the guns have fallen silent.
She says:
An enlightened people, which cared
and faced its difficulties instead of running away from them, could be the
solid guarantee that this time our men
will not have died in vain. They could
demand of their leaders some bold, decisive action comparable in daring to
that which brought the United States
into being as one united country. They
could lay the foundation of that bright
future which must succeed this era of
catastrophe.
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A BRIEF GLANGE AT

A SURVEY OF BOOKS
the luxurious and the shady and the
obsolete still lingered, like impurities in
a sieve.

THE CONSPIRATORS
By Frederic Prokosch. Harper &
Brothers, New York. 1943. 338
pages. $2.50.

The picture of the city is memorable, and the tale is thrilling.

REDERICK PROKOSCH, the able and

widely known poet, has written
F
an unusual murder story. The scene

EXPERIMENT PERILOUS
By Margaret Carpenter. Little,
Brown and Company, Boston.
1943. 308 pages. $2.50.

is laid in wartime Lisbon, "an isolated summit," a city teeming with
"the flood of history." The very first
chapter reveals the identity of the
man who will commit the murder,
and one soon learns who will be the
victim; but all this does not prevent
the author from creating and sustaining an atmosphere of gripping
suspense. Few novelists of today are
able to use words as powerfully and
as beautifully as Mr. Prokosch.
After the outbreak of the war the
author spent two years in Lisbon,
where there are

ERE

is a murder mystery which

holds the reader spellbound.
H
Experiment Perilous is an interesting
departure from the pattern of the
average thriller. No need here for
buckets of blood and a corpse-mysterious or otherwise-on every other
page. Margaret Carpenter cleverly
infects the reader with the same feeling of undefinable fear and sense of
impending disaster which hangs so
heavily over Dr. Huntington Bailey, eminent scientist and reluctant
sleuth.
Experiment Perilous is the Literary Guild selection for April. This
is Mrs. Carpenter's first published
novel but by no means her first exc~rsion into the field of writing. By

a thousand stray fragments of a shat·
tered Europe-Polish musicians, Russian
dancers, Austrian courtesans, Parisian
gastronomes, jewellers from Amsterdam,
antiquarians from Prague, surrealists
from Athens, gigolos from d'Antibes,

where
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her own confession she began when
she was only eleven years old and
has never stopped. To her writing
is "a complement to an extremely
busy existence." She has had short
stories published in Scribner's and
in other magazines, both here and
abroad.

BLACKOUT IN GRETLY
By J. B. Priestley. Harper and
Bros., New York. 1942. 273 pages.
$2.50.
of England's most popular
novelists and playwrights at the
O
present time is J. B. Priestly. In this
NE

story he gives us a novel of wartime
that moves rapidly through a maze
of mystery to an exciting climax.
Humphrey Neyland, a Canadian, is
working for the British counter-espionage. He is sent to Gretly, where
there are airplane and munition
.works, to discover who is collecting
and distributing information valuable
to the enemy. Thus we have the scene
laid in a typical wartime community.
The characters that march across the
stage, involved in one way or other
in the grim work of spying that is
going on, are interestingly drawn,
from Joe the bartender at the Queen
of Clubs to Fifine, the acrobat who
by her twists and turns in her act at
the theater gives to her confederates
the information they need to carry
on their work. The denouement,
which discloses who the master-minds
are behind it all, is skillfully executed. For those who like good myster-
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ies the volume will be a welcome bit
of escape reading.

THE FIGHT FOR
AIR POWER
By William Bradford Huie. L. B.
Fisher, New York. 1942. 332 pages.
$2.50.
airplane was invented in the
United States. Yet up to 1940 the
T
fuller development of air power for
HE

war purposes was being carried on,
not here, but in Europe, particularly in Germany. The author tells us:
On that September morning in 1939,
when Adolf Hitler cast the dice for the
world or nothing, the United States had
nineteen modern but poorly equipped
bombardment planes. Our attack aviation-the kind that attacks tactical targets in support of ground forces-was
confined to a sound theory and a few
models; and our scattered pursuit planes
w·ere pitifully inferivr to those of three
other nations . . . . . On May 12, 1940,
almost a year after the Luftwaffe had
pulverized Poland , one of the press associations reported: "Political maneuvering in Washington has slashed the Army
Air Corps program calling for 6,ooo new
fighting planes to a mere 57-plane quota
for 1940!" That was the year of Dunkirk.

In his book Mr. Huie tells the story
of the fight, against obstructionists,
for an air force such as our country
needs and he also presents the lessons
learned from the battles of Pearl Harbor, Midway, the Coral Sea, the defense of the Philippines, and the battle of the Aleutians.
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Each month THE CllESSET presents a
check list of important articles in
leading magazines which will be of
interest to our readers

fine the human soul as the form
of the body." Since he adopted
this doctrine from Aristotle, no
special clarity or daring would
seem to have been required. One
also wonders with how much clarity the tired business man will
read the statement. Since M. Maritain is mentioned repeatedly, it
would have been well to keep the
record clear by pointing out that
he is a reactionary medievalist (c£.
THE CRESSET, August, 1941, pp.
19-26).

THE CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
IN THE WAR
For tune, in this article, contends that the ',Yestern churches,
mortally threatened by the revolutionary forces of our time, have
had a remarkable renascence in
Christian thought, both among
Protestants and Catholics, in
America as well as in Europe. The
main movements of that thought
are examined, particularly in
their social and political bearings.
Among the matters discussed are
papal encyclicals, N eoscholasticism, Kierkegaard, attitudes toward the war, the resistance of
German and Norwegian pastors
to Nazi policies, the Malvern and
the Delaware conferences, local
troubles of Catholicism in America, Rome's tie-up with world politics, and Protestant irritation with
certain Ca,tholic attitudes. A curious statement is made about Aquinas: "On the 'spiritual' level he
had the clarity and daring to de-

BEVERIDGE PLANS ARE
NOT ENOUGH
C. Hartley Grattan, in Harper's, discusses the Beveridge Report, which has caused so much of
a stir in recent months. He takes
issue with those who have built
it up into a plan for the destruction of poverty or a magnificent
blueprint for the future. It is
nothing of the sort, he points out
62
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-and does not pretend to be-but
is a ~cheme only for meeting the
direst want by supplying those
who are in need with the irreducible minimum of funds that will
guarantee them bare subsistence.
New Zealand has a similar scheme
in actual operation. The amounts
provided as benefits make it clear
that the plan by no means will
eliminate poverty, but will only
alleviate it a little. An unemployed couple, e.g., receive about
$8.o8 a week.-Grattan has evidently studied the report carefully. One wonders whether some
others who have written about it
so much as glanced over it.
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of God are bringing about the
speedy defeat of the Axis." Robinson does much advertising, writes
his own ads, as well as the lessons
for· his correspondence courses in
Psychiana, and books on the same
subject. He preaches the existence
on earth of a Power, variously
called the Great Without, the
God-law, the Living God, and just
plain God. All anyone needs to do
to make use of this power is to
believe in it. If you are not well,
you can jump to your feet and say
three times, clenching your fists
at the same time: "The Living
God is making me whole." The
doctor has students in 67 countries. The late Senator Borah was
a warm admirer of his.

PSYCHIANA

Collier's of February 20 carries
the story of Dr. Frank B. Robinson, the Shepherd of Moscow, Idaho, by John Kobler. This apostle
of Psychiana has developed a very
profitable religion which he sells
to his constituents by mail. It
requires a staff of twenty-three
people to mail out the 25,ooo,ooo
pieces of literature that annually
leave this town for all parts of the
world. Since the war the doctor
has brought forth his own formula for victory, called the American Fifth Column, which consists
of nothing more than the requirement to repeat three times daily
the sentence: "The unseen forces

FOOD FOR BODY AND MIND

Freda Kirchwey announces that
she has turned over the ownership
of The Nation to a non-profit
membership corporation, Nation
Associates, Inc. In this way it is
hoped to be able to meet the deficit which The Nat ion has been
facing for the past three years by
appealing for financial support
"to a wider circle of friends" who
"will know that their dollars can
never be translated into profit for
anyone." We are assured that the
change in ownership will affect
neither the editorial direction nor
the business management. "Our
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policy will be what it has always
been-to fight for a world freed
from tyranny and war and from
the economic misery that gives
rise to both."
A series of two articles in The
Nation, March 6 and 13, by James
Patton, president of the National
Farmers' Union, gives his reasons
"Why Food Is Scarce." It is his
contention that the leading national farm organizations are attempting to solve the food problem by overlooking the 4,ooo,ooo
'farmers in the lower income brackets who "form agriculture's great
under-employed reservoir of experienced farm labor." The suggestions of the author have to do
with plans of government help
which would assist these farmers
to realize their full potentialities
as producers of food. "Familytype farming . . . is fighting for
survival. Big agriculture, like big
business, moves to use the war
needs to extend its grip on our
economy." These are very helpful
discussions of an increasingly vital
problem.
"War and the Liberal Arts" by
Irwin Edman, March 6, is a plea
for the preservation of the values
of the liberal arts also in the time
of war. "A college generation is
only four years, and four years is
time enough to impose a philistine barbarism on a society; Hitler
did it in less." Professor Edman
is hopeful that these days of dis-

location may bring the educational good of inducing a heart-searching exploration of the "serious
uses of the 'useless' subjects."

SOME BURDENS OF WAR

To what an increasing extent
war production in factories and
on farms is drawing upon women
is described in the march Survey
Graphic by Katherine Glover in
"Women As Manpower." It is
based upon the research done in
preparing a pamphlet to be published by the Public Affairs Committee, Inc. This research, however, does not only disclose the
facts of the employment of women
in war production, but also investigates the many problems
which are being created. It is valuable for a full picture of what is
happening because of this inevitable development in our increasing mobilization for total war.
"Racial Roots of War" is a
scholary study of racism as a factor in war by George Edmund
Haynes, the secretary for race relations of the Federal Council of
Churches. It also offers a suggestion of source books for those interested in pursuing the subject
farther. The necessity of exposing
the false assumptions of racism is
very obvious. This task the author
does very effectiv~ly.
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St. Francis Xavier's Hymn of Love
A

LENTEN

I love Thee-not that I
Iviay gain reward of Heaven
thereby,
Nor yet because I fear the lot
Of those, 0 God, who love Thee
not:
Solely, Lord God, do I love Thee
Because of Thy great love for me.

0

GOD

My God, long aeons ere my birth,
Creator Thou of Heaven and
Earth,
Didst think of me with thoughts
of love,
Show'ring blessings from above,
Creating, ordering this sphere,
Its beauties, joys, to bless me
here;
Perfecting all I see, hear, know,
That I, good God, might find it
so.
Though knowing how most wantonly
I would offend Thy Majesty,
Yet Thou didst deign to grant to
me
My life and immortalityUnending bliss in Heaven above,
If here on earth I proved my love
And gratitude, through constancy
In knowing, loving, serving Thee.
But more, far more, Thy love for
man
Embraced in Thine eternal plan.

MEDITATION

Thy Son Heaven's throne was to
forsake
The human form for me to takeThis frail, clay, mortal frame of
mine
To purge it free from wrath Divine
At Adam's sin, which closed to
me
The gates of Heaven eternally.
Now call to mind, my soul, the
woe
Thy God for thee did undergo:
A helpless babe Thou came'st to
earth;
A stable sheltered Thee at birth;
A manger was Thy lowly bed,
And straw served as its cruel
spread.
As babe it was Thy Holy Will
The first drops of Thy blood to
spill.
Though God, Thou didst feel all
the woes
Of human babes in swaddling
clothes.
Though King of Kings Thou
hadst to flee
From puny Herod's fear of Thee.
Ah, loving Jesus, who can know
The love - proofs Thou wert
pleased to show
To those with whom it was Thy
joy
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To live, play, labor, as a boy?
And, on the other hand, who
knows
What insults, buffetings and blows
Fell unrecorded to Thy lot
From sons of men, who knew
Thee not?
But I, who know Thee, how do
!-

Less than the dust-wound and
defy
Thy love, Thy might day after
dayAh, how do I Thy love repay?
Sin-laden soul! To feel full force
Of poignant pity, grief, remorse,
Thy Savior's Passion now review,
The torments He endured for
you:
0 Jesus, Thou for me, for me
Didst bear pain, anguish, infamy.
By foes and bitter woes beset
Thou didst sweat blood on Olivet.
Sweat blood! Lord grant me grace
that I
May grasp, what those words signify!
Betrayed, rough-handled in that
nightO Lamb of God, 0 God of
mightJeered, spat upon, reviled, contemned.
By perjured witnesses condemned
To bear the scourge, thorns, nails
and cross,

The Crucifixion, yea, the loss
Of life itself-unnumbered woes,
Unmeasured, agonizing throes ...
And all for me, 0 God, for meA sinner and Thine enemy!
Thy burning love unsatisfied
Thou choosest, Jesus, to abide
Upon the altar constantly,
A Prisoner of Love for me;
With promises of blessings rare
If I stop there to breathe a prayer;
If I but go to partake of
Thy banquet of incarnate love. •
Oh, what a wealth of grace is
mine
If I just ask it at Thy shrine!
May contemplation of all these
Sublime, stupendous mysteries
Of Love Divine move me to see
My sins' rash, foul iniquity!
Away sin! Horrid sin, away!
I pluck thee from my heart todayThou wicked, cruel, poisoned
dart
Aimed at my living Savior's heart!
I pledge to keep Thy love before
Mine eyes-and I will sin no morel
Not-to escape eternal pain,
Not-that in Heaven I may reign,
Not-in the hope of any gain:
Because Thou art my King, my
Lord,
Because, 0 Jesus, Thou art God!
*Roman Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation.
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evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces.

years the United States
Marine Corps has made glorious history. The story of the
fighting Leathernecks has been
told in song and story; the record
of their heroic achievements is
written on the pages of our history
books and is indelibly inscribed
in the hearts and the minds of a
proud and grateful people. We
are the Marines (The March of
Time)} an inspiring factual film
recently released through 2oth
Century-Fox, pays high tribute to
the invincible spirit and the indomitable courage of the famous
Devil Dogs. Prepared in collaboration with the U.S:M.C., We are
the Marines presents an authentic
account of the method used in
the making of a marine from the
day a recruit begins his "boots"
training on Parris Island to the
moment when, crouched in the
bottom of an invasion barge, he
whispers to himself, "This is it."
A series of flashbacks tells us something of the colorful background
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of the corps, and effective action
shots of Wake, Guam, Bataan, and
Guadalcanal bring the story up
to date. There are no professional
actors in this picture. These are
the Marines.
In sharp contrast to the hardbitten, flesh-and-blood Leathernecks in The March of Time are
the characters depicted in Stand
by for Action (M-G-M, Robert
Z. Leonard) . Despite correct naval dress and the salty language
of the sea, these men are professional actors-good actors, it's true,
but actors acting out a plot a Ia
Hollywood. And therein lies the
weakness of the picture. Designed
ar, a salute to the United States
Navy, Stand by for Action is,
nevertheless, thrilling and exciting entertainment. The battle
scenes are superb.
Reunion in France (M-G-M,
Jules Dassin) takes us back to
the confused and tragic days in
1940 when the Tricolor of France
bowed to the Nazi swastika. U n-
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fortunately, the film never attains
either dignity or clear-cut realism.
The fine acting ability of Joan
Crawford and Philip Dorn is obscured by a smooth veneer utterly
out of keeping with national catastrophe and personal disillusionment.
Cairo (M-G-M, W. S. Van Dyke
II) provides a frail vehicle for
some highclass spoofing by J eanette McDonald and Robert
Young."Here is a spy story which
is a spy story. The customary
tried and true props of the average spy plot are supplemented by
an Oriental wizard, the singing
of Miss McDonald, the sands of
the desert, and the pyramids of
Egypt. Who could ask for more?
But since Cairo is presented as
frank and deliberat~ slap-stick,
it's really a lot of fun.
From France to Egypt to England is a short hop in a movie
column. Random Harvest (M-GM, W. S. Van Dyke II) is a screen
adaptation of James Hilton's bestseller novel of the same title.
Ronald Colman is excellent in the
role of the shell-shocked English
officer; and Greer Garson, who
has just received the 1942 Academy Award, plays the part of the
faithful Paula with the charm
and the finish which characterized
her Mrs. Miniver. Careful directing and fine acting by a distinguished cast raise Random Har-

vest a cut or two above Mr. Hilton's book. It will be interesting
to observe the English reaction
to this picture. Mrs. Miniver}
which was received with enthusiastic acclaim in the United States,
did not fare so well in England.
Britishers, it seems, were ready to
admit that the film had charm
and grace and that, in some respects, it was accurate. But it was
a bit phony. It was too sleek, too
pretty, and too well-groomed for
men and women who had actually lived through the Blitz. And
then there is the matter of the
picket fence which Hollywood insists on featuring in English pictures. Mr. and Mrs. John Bull
resent this fence; for it is not an
authentic part of an authentic
English setting. Alas, Random
Harvest has a picket fence.
Englishmen and Americans are
in complete accord in their reaction to A Yank at Eton (M-GM, Norman Taurog). The Britishers are not amused by tasteless
.fun-poking at their cherished customs and age-old traditions; and,
on this side of the pond, we are
decidedly unwilling to accept
Mickey Rooney's brash and noisy
portrayal of a Yank at Eton as
representative of the average
American boy.
Fight fans still speak with awe,
respect, and admiration of the
mighty prowess of two old-time
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Titans of the prize-ring. John L.
Sullivan and James J. Corbett
made pugilistic history in the gay
and rowdy days of the nineties.
Warner Bros. have been singularly successful in re-creating the
color and the atmosphere of a
period which, in this age of speed
and progress, seems incredibly remote. Therefore Gentleman jim,
directed by Raoul 'Valsh, is excellent entertainment even for
those who are. not particularly
interested in fisticuffs and pugilism. The boxing sequences, I am
told, are the best ever to be shown
on the silver screen.
For Me and My Gal (M-G-M,
Busby Berkeley) recalls old songs
and old memories. Vaudeville was
in its heyday at the time of the
first World War, and many famous names appeared in lights on
theater marquees throughout the
length and breadth of the land.
Judy Garland, Gene Kelly, and
George Murphy invest their characterizations of song-and-dance
artists of a bygone day with genuine warmth and charm. The picture is further enhanced by the
inclusion of many fine news-reel
shots pertaining to the stirring
events of the war years. How
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many of you spotted Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, who in those
days was Assistant Secretary of the
Navy?
There was no rationing of talent when Paramount Studios
produced Star Spangled Rhythm,
directed by George Marshall. All
the stars and most of the important feature players on the Paramount lot appear in this film. It
doesn't matter that there isn't
much of a plot; it's exciting
enough just to watch Bob Hope,
Bing Crosby, Victor Moore, Paulette Goddard, Dorothy Lamour,
Veronica Lake, Betty Hutton, and
a host of others gambol gayly over
hill and dale, making merry as
they go. There are a few dull
spots and occasional lapses into
vulgarity. The "patriotic" climax
is weak and just a bit silly.
In The Major and the Minor
(Paramount, Billy Wilder) Ginger Rogers makes a most engaging
wide-eyed, pig-tailed twelve-yearold. True, she doesn't fool all the
people all the time; but she pulls
the wool over the eyes of the
Major. Built on the idea of an
adult masquerading as a child,
dialogue and action are surcharged with double-entendre.

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
On Writing
Sir:
In my humble and utterly unimportant opinion, the Late T. E. Lawrence, who gave us Seven Pillars of
Wisdom and one of the world's most
fascinating translations of Homer, was
a great master of the written word.
He himself did not set a high value
upon his ability. In one of the letters which he wrote to H. S. Ede
he stated, "I'm an entirely ordinary
person; nearly everybody is."
Since Lawrence's recently published
letters are not widely known in this
country, it has occurred to me that
both the editors and the readers of
THE CRESSET may be interested in
learning what he had to say about
the art of writing. Here are some
paragraphs:
I find that my fifth writing (after
perhaps fifteenth reading) of a sentence
makes it more shapely, pithier, stranger
than it was. Without that twist of
strangeness no one would feel an individuality, a differentness, behind the

phrase. Unless it stays long enough in
your thinking-box to catch your likeness,. it will not be demonstrably yours;
and 1f anybody else could have written
it, then it's no good.
Genius .... is when the subconsciousness does the work in the darkness
without the mind's being aware or shar~
ing the labour. Most of us have to
~Iough and harrow the upper mind, deliberately and of malice prepense. If
you can put your subconscious mind to
work, at will, then you write without
apparent effort and are a genius .
. The conversational is the thing to
a1m for. You should try and (sic) make
your pen-work supple and intoned as
your voice. Then it's yours. All language,
bar the spoken word, is dead. There are
marvelous, magnificent corpses-Arabia
Deserta, Marius the Epicurean, Les Mo·
ralites, Lt!gendaires, Moby Dick-corpses

better than any living dog.
ALFRED W.
Chicago, Illinois.

JOHNSON.

From a Soldier
Sir:
The first thing we selectees find
out when we get to camp is that
cleanliness is next to godliness. Shavetail.s ~nd ~ergeants are positively oldmaidish m their insistence upon
sweeping and scrubbing.
The next thing we find out is that
army routine is as inflexible as an
obelisk. There is no such thing as
an excuse for tardiness. Those extra
forty winks we used to get after the
alarm sounded off were left back
with the old serge suit and the over·
stuffed furniture.
The third thing we find out is
that the army isn't as bad as it is
painted. Very few of us in our bar-
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racks actually enjoy this life, but we
would rather be here than back in
civilian life trying to explain why
we aren't in. For some of us at least
it is rather flattering to be considered physically and mentally fit for
combat service.
We are still a pretty sorry-looking
bunch of soldiers. It's amazing how
many people actually don't know
their left feet from their right. How
swiftly they catch on depends to a
large extent upon the patience of
their sergeant.
On the more serious side, there is
one thing that we in camp cannot
help sensing. The men who are running the army know what they are
doing. There is little confusion in
camp, little dawdling, a minimum
of red tape for the enlisted man to
cut through. Officers generally are
actually leaders of men. Our sergeant, for instance, is a five-year college man who could work us stiff
and make us like it.
Homesickness? Certainly it hits us.
The best cure seems to be the Bible
and a letter or two from home.
Love, human and divine, is still the
great medicine of the soul, whether
the body be dressed in tweeds or in
0. D.
joHN STIUETELMEIER.,
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Anti-Sacred Cow
Sir:
In these days of meat shortage,
don't you think it's about time you
butchered the so-called Sacred Cow?
Frankly, we don't appreciate its (the
cow's) comments.
The Spaniards have a proverb, No
hay rosa sin espina. That is, "there
are no roses :without thorns." The
thorn in this case (if you'll pardon
the mixed metaphor) is the cow.
Otherwise, our family likes THE CREsSET immensely. Its word is law to us
on all things pertaining to literature,
music and the arts. Please do something, and I do mean quick, about
this cow business before we find the
Pilgrim going in for discussions with
an automobile engine!
Would appreciate an article or two
written by the Rev. A. R. Kretzmann
on etchings, paintings and the like.
His article on the National Museum
in the 1942 issue of "Christmas" was
superb. There are many art lovers, I
know, who'd really like to hear and
read more about things artistic.
Other than that, keep up the good
work. THE CRESSET is splendid. It's
truly one of the high spots in magazines.
MRS. WALTER HOMMEL.
Los Angeles, Calif. '

THE season of Lent is no doubt

again and again as time goes on.
a good time to consider the
!!!!!!
work of one of the giants in the
history of humanity who fully
Our guest reviewers this month
understood the meaning of Lent. are Patterson McLean Friedrich
In fact, we know
(Victor Hugo and
of nothing, beThe Human Comsides a good seredy) and Palmer
mon, which can
Czamanske, Asmake a greater
sistant Professor
contribution to
of English, at
the observance of
Capitol Univer~
Lent than the
sity (Battle for
hearing of one of
the Solomons
the great "Pas[ October-Novemsions" or the
ber]).
"Mass in B Mi~
nor." We are,
PROBLEMS
therefore, especiThe art of poCONTRIBUTORS
ally happy to preetry seems to floursent Mr. Sittler's
ish,
like mushFINAL NOTES
thoughtful and ilrooms, in darkluminating essay,
ness. Although
"Johann Se basour poetry folder
is well filled at
tian Bach: An Esthe
present
time,
we always welsay in Discovery." Joseph Sittler is
pastor of the Church of the Mes- come more. The poet of the
siah, in Cleveland, Ohio, and month is George Rossman. Our
widely known not only as a major poem is a remarkable transpreacher, but also as a thorough lation of St. Francis Xavier's
student of the arts. It is a pleasure "Hymn of Love." Discounting its
to welcome his pen to our pages Roman background, it is a proand we hope that we shall be able found expression of Lenten adoration.
to present him to our readers

The
Editor's
Lamp
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in Australia
"I value your magazine very highly. The issues which I
received last year were more than welcome, and as usual,
when I had finished reading them they went on their
"round," to tent-mates and others. Your journal is not only
making a real contribution to the cause of Christianity, but
also, might I add, towards our Allied cause in boosting the
morale of the troops and those at home, maintaining at all
times a sane and spiritual outlook on the swiftly passing
events in this war-torn world."
NORMAN

A.

HANSEN, PFC

Australian In£. Battalion
Australia

"I have just received a letter from my nephew, who is sta-

tioned somewhere in Australia, in which he states that he
read an interesting copy of THE CRESSET, which he found in
the lounge of the Red Cross recreation hall. He says, 'I resolved to take it when I get back to the States.' It is fine,
indeed, that these publications are available to the men
overseas and quite certainly they are really appreciated."
MRs. WM. H.
Centralia, Illinois
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